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PREFACE

A request for a model investigation of a portion of Presque Isle

Peninsula, Erie, Pennsylvania, was initiated by the District Engineer, U. S.

Army Engineer District, Buffalo (NCB). The study was authorized by the

Office, Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army, and funds for the U. S. Army Engineer

Waterways Experiment Station (WES) to conduct the study were authorized by NCB

• on 16 November 1979.

The model study was conducted during the period May 1980-February 1982

under the direction of Mr. H. B. Simmons, Chief of the Hydraulics Laboratory;

Mr. F. A. Herrmann, Jr., Assistant Chief of the Hydraulics Laboratory; and

Dr. R. W. Whalin and Mr. C. E. Chatham, Jr., former and acting Chiefs of the

Wave Dynamics Division. Testing was performed by Messrs. E. F. Lane, J. W.

*McCoy, L. A. Barnes, and M. G. Mize, Engineering Technicians, with the assis-

tance of Mr. R. E. Ankeny, Computer Technician, under the supervision of

Mr. W. C. Seabergh, Project Engineer. This report was prepared by Mr.

Seabergh.

During the course of the investigation, liaison was maintained with NCB

by means of monthly progress reports, telephone communications, and confer-

* ences. The following personnel visited WES to observe model operation and

participate in conferences during the course of the study: Mr. Bob Adams,

• "State of Pennsylvania; Messrs. Larry Hiipakka, Charlie Johnson, and Stan Boc,

North Central Division; Messrs. Don Liddell, Denton Clark, Jr., Richard

Gorecki, J. A. Foley, Rao Yalamonchili, George Brooks, Ken Hallock, Dick

.5 Aguglia, and Ms. Joan Pope, NCB; and Dr. Dag Nummedal, Consultant for NCB.

Commanders and Directors of WES during the conduct of this investigation

and the preparation and publication of this report were COL Nelson P. Conover,

CE, and COL Tilford C. Creel, CE. Technical Director was Mr. F. R. Brown.
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CONVERSION FACTORS, U. S. CUSTOMARY TO

METRIC (SI) UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

U. S. customary units of measurement used in this report can be

converted to metric (SI) units as follows:

Multiply By To Obtain

acres 0.4047 hectares

cubic yards 0.7645549 cubic metres

feet 0.3048 metres

feet per second 0.3048 metres per second

miles (U. S. statute) 1.609344 kilometres

pounds (mass) 0.4535924 kilograms

tons (2,000 lb, mass) 907.1847 kilograms
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DESIGN FOR PREVENTION OF BEACH EROSION AT

PRESQUE ISLE BEACHES, ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA
4

Hydraulic Model Investigation

PART I: INTRODUCTION

The Prototype

1. Presque Isle Peninsula is a recurved sand spit with a lakeward perim-

eter of approximately 9 miles* extending a protective arm around Erie Harbor,

Erie, Pennsylvania (see Figure 1). It is located on the south shore of Lake

Erie, 78 miles southwest of Buffalo, New York, and 102 miles northeast of

Cleveland, Ohio. The Lake Erie side of the peninsula is fronted with 11

recreational beaches which are heavily used during the summer season and which

are a part of the Pennsylvania Park Service. Presque Isle State Park, con-

- taining 3,200 acres, has averaged 3,800,000 visitors annually for the past

1 10 years. Also located in the park are facilities for boating, hiking,

fishing, and bird-watching and extensive acreages for botanical and ecological

studies.

2. Presque Isle Peninsula is unique along the south shore of Lake Erie.

Historically, it is hypothesized (USAED, Buffalo, 1980) that the peninsula

evolved on a glacial morainal till platform which developed about 12,800 years

ago. The platform is 12 miles long and 3-1/2 miles wide and about 25 to 30 ft

below low water datum (lwd). Presque Isle now occupies the eastern portion of

the platform as predominantly westerly waves have caused the peninsula to

migrate across the platform and slump off the eastern edge.

The Problem

3. As noted from the tendency for the peninsula to migrate easterly

along the coast, and due to a diminishing supply of sand feeding the peninsula,

erosion problems would be expected to develop along the peninsula's beaches.

* A table of factors for converting U. S. customary units of measurement to

metric (SI) units is presented on page 3.
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From the early 1800's when Erie Harbor was first developed, shore protection

along the neck of the peninsula, where it joins the mainland on the west, has

been required in order to prevent breaching and thus opening the harbor to

wave action from the lake. Breaks up to 1 mile wide developed until preventive

measures such as cribwork breakwaters filled with stone and brush weighted

with stone were placed along the shoreline in the 1836-1864 period. However,

even these failed in a short period of time and efforts have continued to the

*present to prevent breaching of the neck as part of the project for improve-

ment of Erie Harbor.

4. Severe beach erosion along the entire peninsula in the 1950's led to

the cooperative beach protection program between the State of Pennsylvania and

the Federal Government authorized in 1954. This program included improvement

of some existing groin structures, construction of 10 sheet-pile groins, and

the placement of 4,150,000 cu yd of sand beach fill. Figure 2a shows the

Beaches 4, 5, and 6 shoreline. Additional beach fill has been periodically

required up to the present. The basic problem under study is to maintain

beaches along the peninsula which will protect Erie Harbor, provide recrea-

tional areas, and maintain the integrity of the peninsula.

Proposed Improvements

5. A number of alternative solutions have been investigated by the

U. S. Army Engineer District, Buffalo (NCB), in order to control beach erosion

- -at Presque Isle. These alternatives included additional groins, full break-

waters, segmented offshore breakwaters, a sand trap recirculation scheme, and

a no action" alternative. After detailed investigation by NCB, the recom-

mended plan included the following elements:

a. Placement of an estimated 500,000 cu yd of sand fill to provide
a beach berm with an average width of 60 ft and crest elevation
of 10.0 ft above lwd.

b. Construction of 58 offshore rubble-mound breakwater segments
aligned parallel to the shoreline.

c. Annual replenishment of approximately 38,000 cu yd of sand fill
in order to maintain the minimum design beach dimensions.

*.6
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Purpose of the Model Study

6. The model study was conducted to examine the NCB's recommended plan

and, if necessary, refine and optimize breakwater parameters such as length,

height, distance between breakwaters, distance offshore, and orientation.

Also of interest was the interaction of the offshore breakwaters with existing

shore protection structures such as the numerous groins along the peninsula

and the effects of the structures on the littoral processes. To aid ii

,, developing modeling capability, an initial test series was developed to

examine three experimental breakwaters that had been constructed at Beach 10

(Figure 2b) in 1978.
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PART II: THE MODEL

Description

7. The Presque Isle model was constructed in a 188-ft-long by 139-ft-

wide by 2-ft-deep concrete basin to a 1:50 (undistorted) scale. About 9,400 ft

of prototype shoreline at State Park Beaches 4, 5, and 6 was modeled in con-

crete mortar. The beachline included both a region with a groin system and a

segment of beach without significant shore protection structures as shown in

Figure 2. The model bed was molded to the July 1979 bathymetric condition

with the Lake Erie contours accurately molded to -20 ft lwd and a sloping

transition to the basin bottom of -50 ft lwd (Figures 3 and 4). For the

1:50-geometric-model scale, the following relations were computed based on the

Froudian law of similitude:

Characteristic Scale Relation

Horizontal distance Lh = 1:50

Vertical distance L = 1:50
v

2
Area Lb = 1:2,500

Volume 2 L 1:125,000

Velocity L / 2 = 1:7.07
V

Time - Wind wave L /L /2
- 1:7.07

V v

Slope Lv/ = 1:1

Model Appurtenances

8. The model was equipped with the necessary appurtenances to reproduce

and measure all required phenomena including water levels, waves, and wave-

generated currents. Wave action was reproduced in the model with a 120-ft-

long vertical plunger type wave generator which could be quickly adjusted to

reproduce the-required wave height and period. Retractable wheels permitted

it to be moved to different positions. Wave data were collected with an auto-

mated data aquisition and control system (ADACS). Through the use of a mini-

computer, ADACS recorded onto magnetic tape the electrical output of parallel

9
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wire resistance type sensors as the water surface varied with time. The mag-

netic tape output of ADACS then was analyzed by the computer and tables of

wave height printed. Solid layers of fiber wave absorber were placed along

the inside of the model walls to damp wave energy that might be reflected. A

circulation channel (Figure 3) behind the beach recirculated longshore cur-

rents to the updrift beaches to minimize basin circulation effects. Still-

water levels were read with a manual point gage accurate to 0.001 ft (0.05 ft

prototype). Wave-generated currents were measured by injecting dye in the

water column and timing the travel of the dye patch over a known distance. An

overhead photo system of 70-mm cameras was used to record test data.

Model Structures

9. The sheet-pile groins (groins 7, 9, 10, and 11) were constructed of

galvanized metal and located in the model from prototype maps and survey data.

The shoreward 60 ft had a crest elevation of +10 ft lwd, then sloped from +10

to 0 ft lwd over the lakeward portion of the structure. Groin 8 is a com-

pactly placed stone structure in the prototype and was molded of concrete in

the model with its surface scored to represent the individually placed stones.

The offshore breakwaters used in the study were scaled from NCB's design

drawings (Figure 5). Each size stone was geometrically scaled by the 1:50

model scale since laboratory testing by Dai and Jackson (1966) and Ball and

Brasfeild (1967) ascertained that wave reflection and transmission character-

istics of the tock rubble-mound structure would be correctly reproduced (i.e.,

negligible scale effects).

STYPICAL SECTION

4 0TOS T 1 0' TONS

. -
STLAE O NE ARMR 0450 L- - 8 TO 200L9I 55 iSL.

Figure 5. Proposed offshore breakwater cross section
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PART III: PROTOTYPE ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS
AND MODEL TEST CONDITIONS

10. Lake Erie water levels can vary significantly in both the long term

and the short term. Long-term variations are due to changes in the total vol-

ume of water in the lake resulting from change of inflow, precipitation, and

evaporation. The lwd for Lake Erie is 568.6 ft (International Great Lakes

Datum of 1955). The mean water level is 570.5 ft (+1.9 ft) and monthly means

have fluctuated from 573.5 ft (June 1973) to 567.5 ft (December 1934) in the

1860-1979 time period. Table 1 shows the average daily water levels for 1979

at the Erie, Pennsylvania, gage, located on the east side of the peninsula at

the Coast Guard Station near the harbor entrance. The yearly mean monthly low

was in February at 570.3 ft and the high was in June at 572.16 ft, a difference

of 1.86 ft.

11. Short-term water-level variations can occur hourly due to wind

stress on the water surface (by seiching or local setup) and gravitational

tides. Tides are small, about 0.1 to 0.2 ft (Platzman and Rao 1964). Seiche

oscillations are caused when winds subside and wind setup cannot be maintained,

initiating basin oscillations. Oscillations of the first mode along the lon-

gitudinal axis of the lake as great as 13.9 ft have been observed at the

extreme ends of Lake Erie (difference between Buffalo and Toledo (Hunt and

Bajorunas 1958)). A difference of 9 ft has a 2-year recurrence interval

(Irish and Platzman 1962). Since Presque Isle is about halfway from the

center of the midpoint in the longitudinal axis between Toledo and Buffalo,

maximum variations due to lake seiching for the fundamental mode would be

approximately one-half the maximum seiching at the endpoints (Buffalo and

Toledo). An examination of Table 1, showing 1979 water-level variations,

indicates an instantaneous maximum lake level of 575.9 ft (+7.3 ft lwd) on

6 April and an instantaneous minimum of 569.33 (+0.7 ft lwd) on 25 February,

probably the results of short-term phenomena. One might expect local wind

and wave setup to cause elevations on the beach side of Presque Isle to be

greater than the recorded elevation at the Coast Guard Station on the leeward

side of the peninsula, away from the predominant westerly winds, when strong

wind conditions exist.Iq

12. Water-level elevations selected for testing were 0.0, +3.0, and

+6.9 ft lwd. This would cover, respectively, an extreme low condition, an

13
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average condition, and a high water elevation usually associated with storm

conditions.

Wind Waves

13. Winds blowing over the water surface generate wind waves which sig-

nificantly determine nearshore and shoreline processes along the Presque Isle

beaches. These waves, breaking over offshore bars and at the shoreline, can

cause significant currents and turbulence to transport sediment away from the

beaches. Therefore, in planning tho test program for the model study, it was

necessary to select wave dimensions (wave height and period) and wave direc-

tion that would represent existing wave conditions at the prototype site.

Hindcasting data of Saville (1953) show that waves usually less than 2 ft in

height approach Presque Isle 88 percent of the time during the ice-free period

(April-November). Wave periods are usually 4 sec or less. Figure 6 shows

wave-height and direction data as presented in Saville with the shoreline

orientation of the Beach 4-6 region and Beach 10 region shown. The largest

waves approach from the west (270 deg azimuth) and west-northwest (292 deg).

A plot of total wave energy from each direction as taken from Saville is shown

in Figure 7 which indicates that the greatest portion of total energy is from

the west (270 deg). Wave information data determined by Resio and Vincent

(1976) for design waves are shown in Figure 8. For Presque Isle, angle class 1

contains waves from 65 to 5 deg azimuth, angle class 2 contains waves from

* ,5 to 305 deg, and angle class 3 contains waves from 305 to 245 deg. Figure 9

shows the periods associated with a certain height design wave. As shown in

Figure 8, the largest waves are in angle class 8 which encompasses waves from

240 to 305 deg azimuth and occurs in the fall and winter seasons. The winter

season (January-March) at Presque Isle normally has ice cover along the shore-

line and out into the lake. A limited amount of LEO (Littoral Environment

Observations) data also were available. NCB performed extensive wave-

refraction studies along the Presque Isle peninsula to provide detailed infor-

mation on transformation into the shoreline from deeper water. Because of the

* shallowness of Lake Erie, the wave generator pit elevation of -50 ft lwd could

be considered "deep" water. Based on the previously discussed information,

the water level and wave conditions shown in Table 2 were selected for the

i* initial test sequence of base conditions at Beaches 4 to 6.

14
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TABLE OF EXTREMES ESTIMATES
GRID LOCATION 6,18 LAT; 4 2.2 7 LONU 8 O.1 7  ERIE PA

SHORELINE GRID POINT 18
-IINTER

ANGLE CLASSES
1 2 3 ALL

S 4.6( 0.8) 7.9( 0.6) 12.1( 0.3) 12.3( 0.8)
10 6.6( 1.0) 9.5( 0.8) 12.8( 0.4) 13.1( 1.1)
20 8.2( 1.3) 10.8( 1.0) 13.4( 0.5) 14.0( 1.3)
50 10.8( 1.6) 12.8( 1.3) 14.4( 0.6) 15.3( 1.6)

100 12.8( 1.8) 14.4( 1.5) 15.1( 0.7) 16.4( 1.97

SPRINC
ANGLE CLASSES

1 2 3 ALL

5 3.6( 0.6) 2.6( 0.5) 7.2( 0.4) 7.3( 0.61
10 3.9( 0.8) 3,9( 0.6) 8.2t 0.6) 8o5( 0.81
20 5.6( 1.0) 4.9( 0.8) 9.2( 0.7) 9 v6( 1.0)
50 7.2( 1.2) 6.6( 1.0) 19.8( 0.9) 1.2( 1.27

100 8.9( 1.4) 7,9( 1.1) 11.8( 1.0) 12,4( 1.47

SUMMER

AN3LE CLASSES
1 2 3 ALL

5 3.6( 0.9) 4.3( 0.6) 6.9( 0.6) 741 0.9)
10 3.9( 1.1) 5.2( 0.8) 7.5( 0.8) 7v8( 1.2)
20 4.3( 1.4) 5.9( 1.1) 8.2( 1.0) 8*4( 1.5)
50 5.2( 1.8) 6.9( 1.3) 8.9( 1.2) 9v1( 1.81

1.00 6.2( 2.0) 7.5( 1.5) Q.5( 1.4) 9-,7( 2.17

FALL
ANGLE CLASSES

1 2 3 ALL

5 6.6( 0.2) 8,2( 0.5) 11.5( 0.3) 11.6( 0.57

10 7.5( 0.2) 9.2( 0.6) 12.1( 0.4) 12.3( 0.61
20 7.9( 0.3) 10.5( 0.8) 12.8( 0.5) 13.1( 0.8)
50 8.5( 0.4) 11.8( 0.9) 11.8( 0.6) 14.1( 1.07

100 8.5( 0.4) 13.1( 1.1) 14.4( 0.7) 14.9( 1.11

Figure 8. Extreme design wave estimates (Resio and Vincent 1976)
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GRID LOCATION 6,18 LATn42.27 LON80.17 ERIE PA

GRID POINT NUMBER 18

SIGNIFICANT PERIOD BY ANGLE CLASS AND WAVE HEIGHT

WAVE HEIGHT (FT) ANGLE CLASS

1 2

1 2.3 2.3 2.4
2 3,6 3.5 3.7
3 4.5 4,4 4.7
4 5.2 5.1 5.4
5 5.7 5.6 6.0
6 6.0 5.9 6.4
7 6.2 6.2 6.8
8 6.5 6.5 7.1
9 6,8 6,8 7.5

10 7.1 7.1 7.9
11 7.3 7,3 8.3
12 7,,6 7,6 8.7
13 7.9 7.9 9.0
14 8.1 8,2 9.4
15 8,4 8.5 9.8
16 8.7 8.8 10.2
17 8.9 9.1 10.6
18 9.2 9.4 10.9
19 9.5 9.7 11.3
20 9.8 10.0 11.7
21 10.0 10.2 12.1
22 10.3 10.5 12.5
23 10.6 10.8 12.8
24 10.8 11.1 13.2
25 11.1 11.4 13.6

Figure 9. Periods associated with design wave estimates
(Resio and Vincent 1976)
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Simulation of Prototype Beach Sediments

14. The primary problem at Presque Isle is erosion of the beaches, and

both movable-bed modeling and sediment tracer model tests were selected to

examine sedimentation phenomena in detail. Movable-bed modeling involved the

*" use of a model sediment in a fully movable bed, i.e., both scouring and fill-

ing could be examined with the model. Sediment tracer tests involved the

. placement of a lightweight sediment as a thin veneer on the molded concrete

*" beach in order to observe direction of sediment movement and locations of

sediment accumulation. Previous U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment

Station (WES) studies (e.g., Bottin and Chatham 1975) have successfully used

this technique. The criteria of Noda (1971) relating model to prototype ratios

- of sediment size, sediment specific gravity in water, and the horizontal and

-vertical model scales have been used as a guide in initially selecting model

sediment material. A graphical solution of Noda's model laws is shown in

Figure 10 with the associated relationships as shown in the lower right-hand

*" corner. The method assumes a distorted-scale model; however, since an

undistorted-scale model had been selected for the study in order to accurately

reproduce wave refraction and diffraction simultaneously, a range of sediment

scales was determined by substituting the 1:50-scale ratio first for the ver-

tical scale and then for the horizontal scale to determine sediment size scale

ratios for the same specific gravity. As crushed coal had previously been

successfully used and was available in sufficient quantities, a specific

gravity of 1.35 (representing coal) was used to determine a range of sediment

size ratios.

15. Prototype sediments to be represented in the model varied from the

natural sands of the offshore zone (-1.0 ft lwd and lakeward) with median

• .diameters ranging from 0.11 mm to 0.25 mm, to the coarser sands used for beach

fill at the shoreline (1.8-mm median diameter). Using Noda's relationships

for the coal with a specific gravity of 1.35, model sediments should be about

2.05 to 2.69 times the prototype size. This called for coal sizes varying

* from a minimum of 0.22 mm (0.11 mm, S.G. = 2.05) to a maximum of 4.84 mm

(1.8 mm, S.G. = 2.69). The uses of various sizes of coal sediment will be

. discussed in the next section explaining various types of model tests.
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PART IV: TESTING AND RESULTS

The Testing Program

.4 16. The basic philosophy for the testing program was based on the three

experimental offshore breakwaters constructed at Beach 10 in July 1978 (see

Figure 2b) and the reproduction in the model of the well-documented beach evo-

lution shoreward of these breakwaters. A movable-bed model basin was inset in

the Beach 4, 5, and 6 region during initial construction of the model to study

the prototype experimental breakwaters at Beach 10 (to see how well the beach

evolution could be modeled using the selected model sediments and, if neces-

sary, adjust the model parameters of sediment size, wave action, and water

level to reproduce the prototype phenomena). After gaining some experience

from such testing, it was felt that a better testing program could be conducted

in the Beach 4, 5, and 6 region.

17. Testing at the Beach 4, 5, and 6 region for the base condition (ex-

isting conditions, 1979) and of various plans for the offshore breakwaters was

performed in the fixed-bed model due to the wide variety of test conditions

(various combinations of water level, wave height, period, and direction) to

be examined and the expense of using a movable-bed model for so many tests.

Three types of testing were performed in the fixed-bed model. First, wave-

generated current magnitudes and directions were measured along the coastline

and adjacent to structures for base and plan conditions. Detailed patterns of

nearshore circulation were derived from these data. The second type of test

was the sediment tracer test in which lines of coal sediment tracer were placed

perpendicular to shore as shown in Figure 11. The coal tracer used was 0.50-mm

coal, representing the finer sized sediments in the offshore region (-1.0 ft

" lwd and lakeward). The test was run for a short-time period to observe and re-

.' cord patterns of movement. The third type test was a beach-fill test in which

a larger coal size than that used in the tracer test simulated the larger

grained material used for beach fill in the prototype. At the start of the

test, a layer of beach fill was placed along the shoreline. As the test prog-

ressed and sediment was distributed by the waves, additional sediment was

placed along eroded portions of the shoreline. The testing program followed

this sequence:

a. Movable-bed tests of the Beach 10 region which has three

21
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4

a. Pretest

.. vk-.

- I

b.Posttest

Figure 11. Sediment tracer placement in model
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prototype experimental offshore breakwaters.

b. Base tests of the July 1979 bathymetric conditions at the
Beach 4, 5, and 6 region which includes a segment of a major
groin field and a segment of nearly structure-free beach.

c. Plan tests at Beaches 4, 5, and 6.

Movable-Bed Modeling of Beach 10: The Experimental Breakwaters

Prototype experimental breakwaters

18. Three offshore breakwaters were constructed at Beach 10 in the

spring of 1978 to examine this concept for wave attenuation and beach building

at Presque Isle. The 125-ft-long breakwaters were located at the -1.0 ft lwd

contour parallel to the shore with gaps of 200 and 300 ft between them. The

crest elevation of each breakwater was +6.0 ft lwd. Figure 12 shows a sequence

of aerial photographs illustrating beach development behind the breakwaters

from 19 May 1978 through 30 October 1981. By the end of 1978, good tombolo

development could be noted shoreward of the breakwaters. In the spring of

1979, the tombolos were rounded off, probably due to higher energy waves in

the fall and winter coupled with higher water levels due to wind setup and

seiching which would permit waves to overtop the breakwaters. The same se-

quence occurred during the next year (compare 16 November 1979 and 17 April

1980 photographs). Throughput of sediment can be noted on the left side of

the 17 April 1980 photograph. Evidently the tombolos did not build up during

the summer of 1980 as noted in the 12 September 1980 photograph. However, by

the next spring, the 10 April 1981 photograph shows a large tombolo at the

westerly breakwater which remained in place through 30 October 1981.

Model experimental breakwater testing

19. The movable-bed test basin was built within the fixed-bed portion

of the model as shown in Figure 13. Figure 14 shows the wave airection-

tested and the configuration of the beach at the start of a test. A total of

18 tests were run. Each test was usually composed of several parts in order

to save time on remolding. In the early tests, a variety of wave heights and

periods were examined during a given test in order to study the behavior and

response of the sediment. In some later tests, only the wave height was

varied with the period and water level held constant. Table 2 summarizes

these tests. Usually sediment was introduced in the breaker zone at the up-

coast boundary by demand. A brief discussion of each test follows.

23
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a. 19 May 78

b. 12 July 78

c. 2 Setember 78

+'V -- *

d. 9 November 78

Figure 12. Beach 10 experimental breakwaters, 19 May 78 to 30 October 81
(Sheet 1 of 3)
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e. 18 April 79

War..

f. 16 July 79

g. 16 November 79

h. 17 April 80

Figure 12. (Sheet 2 of 3)
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i. 12 September 80

j.10 April 81

M

k. 7 July 81

1. 30 October 81

Figure 12. (Sheet 3 of 3)
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20. Test 1. With a 1.9-ft-lwd water level, 5-sec, 2-ft waves were run

for 2 hr from 299 deg (the sharpest wave angle) and tombolos developed as shown

in Plate 1. Then 1 hr of 5-sec, 4-ft waves was run and the embayment between

.* the breakwaters built lakeward (Plate 2). Increasing wave height to 8 ft and

period to 7 sec caused further shoreline buildup (Plate 3), as all three break-

waters were joined by the beach. Finally a 9-sec, 13-ft wave was run for

0.3 hr (Plate 4). Onshore sediment transport continued to build up the beach.

21. Test 2. The wave generator was moved to 341 deg azimuth, creating

a wave about normal to the beach. No photographs were available for this test,

but symmetric tombolos were built by the series of waves run as outlined in

Table 2. As wave steepness was increased (wave height increased, period held

constant), there was continual building of beach behind the breakwaters simi-

lar to that seen in Test 1. The water level then was increased to +6.9 ft lwd.

At this level, there was considerable wave transmission over the breakwaters,

flattening the shoreline which had developed in the previous part of Test 2.

22. Test 3. Plate 5 shows the development after 1.5 hr of a 341-deg,

5-sec, 1.5-ft wave at the +1.9 ft lwd water level. Tombolo development behind

the west and east breakwaters has started.

23. Test 4. Plate 6 shows the effect of the 22-deg (see Figure 14),

5-sec, 3-ft wave at the +1.9 ft lwd water level. Initially, a 5-sec, 1.5-ft

wave was run, but little movement occurred and the wave height was increased.

Tombolos appear detached from the shore but depths between the tombolos and

the shore are very shallow. Since the 3-ft wave breaks in deeper water, most

sediment movement is somewhat lakeward of the shoreline.

24. Test 5. The wave generator was moved to 313 deg (see Figure 14)

and a 5-sec, 3-ft wave at +1.9 ft lwd water level was run. No photographs

were taken but onshore sediment movement was too effective. It was decided to

raise the water level to +4.0 ft to reduce onshore transport lakeward of the

breakwaters. This level was still a reasonable level to use with respect to

recent prototype water levels.

25. Test 6. Plate 7 illustrates that the higher water level permitted

better development of the tombolos at the shoreline than the lower water

level. A problem with erosion at the shoreward boundary of the model devel-

oped because of the higher water level as the shoreline between the west and

middle breakwaters receded to the fixed-bed portion of the model.

26. Test 7. The wave period was shortened to 4 sec and the water level

27



Figure 13. Movable-bed model of Beach 10
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retained at +4.0 ft lwd for this test of initially a 1.3-ft wave (Plates 8 and

9) and then a 2.6-ft wave (Plate 10). The latter condition showed good tom-

bolo development behind the breakwaters but problems of erosion at the shore-

ward boundary in the region between the breakwater occurred. The boundary

then was cut back so more beach area could be modeled in the movable-bed coal

sediment. Plate 11 shows the increased beach size before starting Test 8.

27. Test 8. A 4-sec, 2.1-ft wave from 313-deg azimuth at the +4.0 ft

lwd water level was used and Plate 12 shows the Beach 10 area after 2 hr of

testing. Very realistic tombolo development occurred (compare with 16 July

1979, Figure 12). The test was continued with a larger 3.2-ft wave, all other

conditions held constant, and tombolo development continued (Plate 13).

Plate 14 shows the effects of increasing the wave height to 4.2 ft for 1 hr.

The tombolo has reached the west breakwater and a tombolo is nearly touching

the middle breakwater. Sediment has bypassed the west breakwater, moving

eastward along the lakeward face of the breakwater, and has accreted off the

*. tip of the west breakwater between the west and middle breakwaters. After

!* 2 hr of the 4.2-ft waves (Plate 15) there has been considerable accumulation

in the embayments between the br.makwaters. Part is due to longshore trans-

port moving along the lakeside face of the offshore breakwaters and part is

,* due to onshore transport of the coal particles.

28. Test 9. During this test there was no introduction of model sedi-

*ment upcoast of the breakwaters. This change was made in order to see the

effect on accretion near the structures, which as seen in the previous test

had shown heavy accumulations for the larger waves. Also a 5-sec period was

used. After 2 hr of a 2.5-ft wave at the +4.0 ft lwd water level, reasonable

shoreline development had occurred (Plate 16). Wave height was then increased

-to 4.0 ft for 0.5 hr (Plate 17) and to 7.0 ft for 2.0 hr (Plate 18). Once

-* again there was 3trong onshore sediment movement for the large waves.

29. Test 10. The period was reduced to 4 sec and a 2.1-ft wave was

run for 4.0 hr (Plate 19). Good tombolo development occurred. Wave height

then was increased to 3.2 ft for 2 hr (Plate 20) and the west tombolo attached

to the west breakwater. Wave height again was increased, this time to 4.2 ft,

*. and run for 2 hr (Plate 21). The attached tombolo grew wider and finally

sediment bypassed on the lake side of the west breakwater and accumulated off

the djwndrift tip of the west breakwater. This test was similar to Test 8 in

.' the size and sequence of waves but durations were longer for Test 10. However,
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there was no feeding of sediment at the upcoast boundary for Test 10 as there

was for Test 8 and thus longshore rates of movement were not as great as the

Test 8 sequence and not as much filling of the embayments occurred (compare

Plates 15 and 21).

30. Test 11. The wave period was reduced to 3.5 sec, the lower limit

of wave period for the wave generator used in this study. Plate 22 shows the

initial conditions and Plate 23 shows limited movement of the shoreline after

1 hr of a 1.3-ft wave height. With the wave height increased to 2.6 ft,

Plate 24 shows shoreline response after 2.5 hr. Response was similar to the

2.1-ft, 4-sec wave after 4 hr (Plate 19). Increasing wave height to 3.9 ft for

0.5 hr (Plate 25) in order to create a cutback of the tombolos resulted in in-

creased building of the west tombolo and slight reductions in the central and

east tombolos. Increasing wave height to 5.2 ft caused the west tombolo to

reach the breakwater with little change otherwise (Plate 26). The wave height

was increased to 6.4 ft and run for 0.5 hr which resulted in increased beach

building upcoast of the west tombolo (Plate 27). The water level then was
raised to +6.9 ft lwd and the 6.4-ft wave run for 0.5 hr. Plate 28 indicates

that erosion behind the breakwaters did occur as a result of wave energy over-

topping the breakwaters attacking the tombolos. The Test 11 series illustrated

two points. First, the shorter period wave reduced onshore transport somewhat;

and second, it appeared that higher water levels and overtopping of the off-

shore breakwaters were required to cut back the tombolos. Increases in wave

height alone did not significantly cut back the tombolos. The higher water

levels were necessary to permit sufficient wave energy to attack the tombolos.

31. Test 12. The movable-bed coal sediment was sieved in order to

reduce the grain size in an effort to reduce onshore transport of sediment.

The median diameter was reduced from 1.2 to 0.9 mm and placed in the model to

start Test 12. A variety of conditions were examined during Test 12. Plates

29-33 show a continuous test series of increasing wave height. Durations of

large waves were relatively short and significant onshore movement was not

evident. During this test, visitors from NCB and U. S. Army Engineer Division,

North Central (NCD), were in attendance. The beach was smoothed back and

Tests 12-E through 12-J were run (Plates 34-42) to show various conditions.

Included in this group of tests was a series of varied water-level sequences

with rounding off of tombolos during the high water (+6.9 ft) stage (compare

Plates 38 and 42).
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32. Test 13. Test 13 was similar to Test 10 except for the sediment

size, with the smaller 0.9-mm size in place for Test 13. Plates 43-45 can be

compared with Plates 19-21, respectively. Results are similar except the

Test 13 series tombolos attach or reach closer to the west and central break-

waters for the first two wave conditions, indicating slightly greater long-

shore movement for the smaller coal. Observations during testing indicated

reduced onshore movement of sediment for the larger wave conditions.

33. Test 14. Wave period was increased to 5 sec and three wave heights

were run for this test. Plates 46-48 show that tombolo growth behind the

center breakwater was slightly greater than that behind the west breakwater, a

somewhat unexpected result, especially when compared with Test 9 (Plate 16)

after 2 hr of 2.5-ft, 5-sec waves. The duration of Test 14A was 2 hr longer

and the wave height was less (2.1 ft versus 2.5 ft); also the sediment was

smaller for Test 14. A combination of these factors might explain the reason

for the increased growth rate of the center tombolo over that of the west

tombolo for the 313-deg wave.

34. Test 15. The wave angle was flattened to 328 deg (see Figure 14).

Plates 49-51 show that this test produced similar results to Test 14, with

strong growth behind the central breakwater. At this time, a check of crest

elevations of the breakwaters was made and it was noted that the crest of the

* west and east breakwaters had degraded slightly in the course of work on

molding and remolding the movable bed between tests. The crowns were built up

to the correct elevation and a test similar to Test 15 was run.

35. Test 16. With the crown elevations corrected, Plates 52-55 show

test results indicating increased tombolo development behind the east and west

* breakwaters, but the trend for the middle breakwater tombolo to lead in ac-

cretion was still evident. Plate 55 shows the model flooded to the +6.9 ft lwd

water level following Test 16-C. A 5-sec, 6.4-ft wave was run for 1 hr and

the photograph on the right side of Plate 55 shows the results of accumulation

V above the water line.
36. Test 17. Since wave periods shorter than the 5-sec period produced

00' more realistic results and since wave periods lower than 5 sec are more typical

of the prototype, the 4-sec period was chosen for the remainder of the movable-

bed testing. Therefore, for the 328-deg wave approach, Plates 56-58 show the

results of 2.1-, 3.2-, and 4.2-ft waves for durations of 4, 2, and 2 hr, re-

-spectively. Results for the 2.1- and 3.2-ft waves look reasonable with respect
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to prototype occurrences (see Figure 12, 16 November 1979 photograph). Results

after 2 hr of the 4.2-ft wave indicate a filling of the embayments between the

breakwaters as a result on onshore transport of the sediment.

37. Test 18. This test was performed to simulate a high energy event

on a naturally accreted beach similar to the planform of Test 17. A 2.1-ft,

4-sec wave was run for 4 hr to build up the tombolos as has usually occurred

in the summer season in the prototype (Plate 59). The water level then was

raised to +6.9 ft and the shoreline was submerged as seen in Plate 60. A

6.6-ft, 4-sec wave was run for 0.2 hr with the resulting high-water shoreline

. seen in Plate 61. Then with the water level reduced to the normal level, the

shoreline is shown in Plate 62. Figure 15 compares model and prototype for

late fall and spring conditions. The tombolos have been rounded off and the

shoreline east of the breakwaters shows an accumulation as a result of sedi-

ment moving through the system.

38. Plates 63-65 show the bathymetries during various phases of a test

with the 313-deg wave which was made by lowering the water level to given ele-

vations, photographing the waterline at that level, then compiling all the

water levels on a single plate. Plate 63 shows the initial bathymetry;

Plate 64 shows the bathymetry after 4 hr of 4-sec, 2.1-ft waves; and Plate 65

shows the final bathymetry after the 2.1-, 3.2-, and 4.2-ft waves had been run.

39. The movable-bed testing indicated that good reproduction of the

shoreline planform could be obtained using the coal sediment. It was obvious,

however, that care must be taken in selection of test conditions and test

procedures.

Base Test at Beaches 4-6

40. The movable-bed test section was capped over and was molded in con-

crete to the July 1979 bathymetry at Beaches 4 through 6 to match the remainder

of the model. A series of tests was run for existing conditions (1979) in-

cluding wave-generated current measurements, sediment tracer movement, and

beach-fill tests as described previously. Table 3 shows the selected test

"' conditions (wave direction, height, period, and water level). Wave-generated

currents were measured for each condition listed in Table 3. Sediment tracer

" and beach-fill tests were run for selected test conditions out of those listed

in Table 3.
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a. Model (accretion of shoreline)

b. Prototype (16 November 1979)

c. Model (erosion of shoreline)

d. Prototype (17 April 1980)

Figure 15. Model-prototype comparison
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• "Base wave-generated current tests

41. Waves breaking along the shoreline generate currents that aid in

the movement of sediments along the coast. The examination of these currents

is important in determining mechanisms of sediment transport. Also it is im-

*. portant to examine these currents with regard to the safety of swimmers.

42. Plates 66a-75b show Base Test wave-generated currents from the

270-deg wave direction. Most of the plates showing detailed velocity measure-

ments are followed by a plate for the same test conditions which shows dye

* movement in the surf zone. Plate 66a shows the results for the 2-ft, 4-sec

wave at the 0.0 ft lwd. Most of the higher currents are near the shore, with

a clockwise eddy on the lee side of groins 7-10, resulting in a lakeward-

directed current along the groin. At the downcoast end of each groin cell

there is a strong current directed offshore along the groin. There is a re-

" versal of longshore currents to about 600 ft northeast of groin 11, after which

the longshore currents become uniform along the portion of coast without

groins. Plate 66b shows photographs of the lakeward-directed currents at the

* downcoast end of each groin cell. The orientation of the beach in the photo-

graphs is opposite that of the wave-generated current sketch, so the predomi-

nant longshore currents resulting from the 270-deg wave are moving from right

to left in the photographs. As wave height is increased, the surf zone is

widened and the 7-ft, 4-sec waves break on the outer bar (Plates 67a-67b).

* For this 2-, 4-, and 7-ft, 4-sec series of waves at 0.0-ft water level, rip

currents along the groins are strongest for the 4-ft, 4-sec wave. Since the

7-ft, 4-sec waves break on the outer bar, the surf zone near the shore and

groins has slower currents.

43. With the water level increased to +3.0 ft, the 2-, 4-, and 7-ft,

4-sec waves produced current patterns similar to those obtained for the 0.0-ft

water level (Plates 69a-71b). Once again the strongest current system along

. the shore and against the groins was for the 4-ft, 4-sec wave. It was noted

for the larger waves (4 and 7 ft) that reversing circulation in cells between

groins would occur. Usually the cell between groins 9 and 10 would show a

current reversal just offshore of the beachline and sometimes the eddy on the

leeside of a groin would be extended farther downcoast. These were probably

the result of wave refraction over the irregular bathymetry. As can be noted,

* the contours undulate in and out from shore along the entire study area.

44. Plates 72a-73b show results of 6-ft, 6-sec and 10-ft, 6-sec waves
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from 270 deg and with the water level at +3.0 ft. Currents within the groin

cells are stronger for the 6-ft, 6-sec waves while those currents farther off-

shore near the bar are stronger for the 10-ft, 6-sec wave. Strong rip currents

still persist along the downcoast groin of each cell for both wave conditions.

45. Plates 74a-75b show results with the water level at the +6.9 ft

"* elevation. Two wave conditions were run: first a 6-ft, 6-sec wave, then the

project design wave height and wave period (a 12-ft, 9-sec wave). The 6-ft,

6.4-sec wave produced strong currents at the shoreline and along the groins.

This test (Test 9) can be compared with Test 7 (as the waves are nearly the

same) to note the effect of water level on the current system. The higher

water level permits higher currents at the shoreline and more reduced currents

lakeward of the groin cells when compared with the lower water-level test.

Test 10 (Plates 75a and 75b) using the design wave condition shows high veloc-

ities along the outer bar and lesser velocities close to shore since the wave

breaks three times before reaching the shoreline.

46. Base wave-generated current Tests 11-20 were performed for a 290-deg

wave angle which approaches nearly parallel to the average shoreline. The

0.0-ft water level series of teste for the 2-ft, 4-ft, and 7-ft, 4-sec waves

are shown in Plates 76a-78b. The dye photographs (Plates 76b, 77b, and 78b),

for which a line of dye had been placed along the shoreline and then wave

action begun, illustrate initial circulation patterns in the surf zone for the

290-deg wave. Rip currents do not always appear against the groins and the

'4 current sketches (Plates 76a, 77a, and 78a) illustrate the complex circulation

* patterns for waves parallel to the coast. Magnitudes of rip currents were re-

duced for a given 290-deg wave when compared with the same wave from 270 deg.

47. With the water level at +3.0 ft lwd, 2-, 4-, and 7-ft, 4-sec waves

from 290 deg were tested to obtain wave-generated current magnitudes and pat-

terns (Plates 79a-81b). The 2- and 4-ft waves showed as much variation as the

2- and 4-ft waves run at the lower 0.0-ft water levels. The 7-ft, 4-sec wave

produced almost similar circulation patterns at the 0.0 and +3.0 water levels,

since the wave broke at about the same location (over the outer bar) for each

water level. Current magnitudes were usually strongest at the shoreline.

- Six- and 10-ft, 6-sec waves were tested at the +3.0 ft water level and indi-

* cated strong rip currents emanating from each groin field cell (Plates 82a-83b).

48. Plates 84 and 85 show results of the water level increased to

+6.9 ft with the 6.0-ft, 6.4-sec and 12-ft, 9-sec waves reproduced. Strong
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circulation patterns are shown to extend lakeward over the outer bar. Strong

movement toward the outer bar from the beach is shown to occur at groins 8 and

11 for the smaller of the two waves and at groins 9 and 11 for the larger wave.

49. Base condition wave-generated current results for a 315-deg wave

approach are shown in Plates 86a-94b. Generally, there was strong current

movement along the shoreline toward the southwest within each groin cell for

each wave and water level tested. Currents approaching groin 11 along the open

beach were deflected offshore. Eddy areas on the lee side of some groins were

more broadly developed for some conditions, as leeward of groin 10 for Test 25

(Plate 90a), Test 26 (Plate 91a), Test 27 (Plate 92a), Test 28 (Plate 93a) and

Test 29 (Plate 94a). This was the result of the concavity of the contours in

the groin 9-10 cell. Observations made for the 270-deg wave with respect to

higher currents offshore along the outer bar then onshore along the shoreline,

for the wave heights above 6 ft, also held for the 315-deg waves.

Sediment tracer base tests

50. Plate 95 shows a layout of the 0.5-mm coal sediment tracer before

starting a test with waves from 290 deg. Note the shorter lengths of tracer

near the groins. For the 270- and 315-deg waves, the shorter lengths were

placed only on the downwave or lee side of the groins. The test numbers cor-

relate with the same test conditions used for the Base wave-generated current

tests.

51. 270-deg wave approach. Plates 96-101 show Base Test results for

the 270-deg wave approach. Plate 96 shows results of the 4-ft, 4-sec wave at

0.0 ft lwd. There was fairly uniform longshore movement of the tracer in each

groin cell, with movement past the groin tips for three of the four groins in

the study area. There was continuous downcoast alongshore movement of the

tracer in the regiun north of groin 11. There was some onshore movement of

tracer in the regions lakeward of the wave breaking zone. The 2-ft, 4-sec,

+3.0 ft water-level test (Plate 97) showed uniform longshore movement in each

groin cell and the Beach 6 region. There was some offshore movement at the

tips of groins 8, 10, and 11. The 4-ft, 4-sec wave (Plate 98) indicated strong

longshore movement in the groin cells and along Beach 6, with tracer moving

offshore at the tips of each groin. Plate 99 shows the results of the 7-ft,

4-sec wave late in a test (i.e., the photograph was taken much later in the

test than previous photographs). Groin cells 8, 9, 10, and 11 have almost

completely emptied of tracer. The 10-ft, 6-sec wave (Plate 100) indicated that
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*i the strongest tracer movement was in the offshore area in the trough between

the bar crest and the tip of the groins. Strong offshore movement along a

-* groin tip was evident only at groin 11 for this test condition. Once sediment

moved past groin ii, it stayed in the offshore trough. The 12-ft, 9-sec wave

at the +6.9 ft water level (Plate 101) produced strong longshore movement be-

* tween the groins and in the offshore zone. Also some tracer was deposited

*landward of the groin system due to the high runup at this extreme water level.

52. 290-deg wave approach. Base tracer Eests for the 290-deg wave are

* seen in Plates 102-107. Since this wave direction is normal to the shoreline

in the Beach 4 and 5 region, the direction of sediment tracer movement is

somewhat variable in that region. Since the Beach 6 region recedes at a small

*angle from the 290-deg wave approach, sediment movement is directed north-
"" easterly as it was for the 270-deg wave approach. Comparison of Plates 102

and 104 shows the effect of water level on the tra,-er movement. Tracer move-

ment is strong along groins 8 and 10 for the +3.0 ft level and strong along

-. groin 11 for the 0.0-ft level. Movement of tracer along Beach 6 is uniform

* for both levels. Plate 103 shows that the movement is limited to the shore-

-°" line for the 2-ft, 4-sec wave at +3.0 ft water level. Plate 105 indicates
that the 7-ft, 4-sec wave at +3.0 ft level produces lakeward tracer movement

along groins 7, 8, and 11. The 10-ft, 6-sec wave at the +3.0 ft water level

(Plate 106) showed tracer movement in a direct offshore direction for tracer

placed lakeward of the groins. There was some alongshore movement of tracer

within the groin cells, but movement out of the cells was not strong. The

12-ft, 9-sec wave, +6.9 ft water level (Plate 107) showed strong offshore move-

ment at Beach 5 and the northeastern part of Beach 4. Sediment tracer was

also pushed shoreward due to high wave runup.

53. 315-deg wave approach. Plates 108-112 show Base tracer test re-

sults for the 315-deg wave direction. Fot the low water level, Plate 108 shows

strong tracer transport both along the inshore beach face and lakeward of the

* groin tips in the vicinity of the outer bar for the 4-ft, 4-sec wave. At the

-+3.0 ft water level, movement for a 2-ft, 4-sec wave is concentrated more along

the inner shore face (Plate 109), but tracer movement along the groins is not

as strong as at the lower water level. The 7-ft, 4-sec wave (Plate 110) pro-

duced strong tracer movement along the offshore bar and along the shoreline in

* each groin cell, with movement lakeward along the downcoast groin in each cell

°- of Beaches 4 and 5. The 10-ft, 6-sec wave (Plate 111) and the 12-ft, 9-sec
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wave (Plate 112) produced tracer movement very similar to the previous 7-ft,

4-sec wave.

54. The Base tracer tests indicated that the sediment movement through

the groin system and along the open beach was strong for angled waves (270 and

315 deg). The sediment tended to be deflected offshore by the groins toward

the offshore bar system. Any sediment which reached the offshore bar tended

-* to stay offshore and travel along the face of the bar or in the trough between

the bar crest and the groin tips. Waves approaching parallel to the beach did

not produce strong offshore transport except for the large waves that had

strong rip currents associated with them which moved tracer lakeward.

55. Beach-fill base tests. These tests were conducted with crushed

coal representing beach fill placed at the shoreline. Sediment was continually

fed along the beach-waterline interface at areas where sediment was removed by

wave action. A 3.9-mm-median-diameter coal was used to represent the rather

coarse-grained beach fill placed in the prototype (about 0.8- to 7.0-mm-median

diameter). The test was run for a considerable length of time to permit the

sediment to redistribute itself along the coast. The study area for these

tests was limited to the Beach 5 and 6 region (groin cells 9 and 10, 10 and 11,

and the open beach northeast of groin 11) for better control of this manual

type of test.

56. 270-deg wave approach. A 4-ft, 4-sec wave at the +3.0 ft water

level was selected for testing and run for 5 hr. Photographs were made every
0.5 hr; the final photograph is shown in Plate 113. Feeding of sediment along

the shoreline was halted 5 min before the end of the test to permit areas of

m* -. scour to better show up in the photographs. As noted in Plate 113, the sedi-

ment moved lakeward to the downcoast end of each groin cell and tended to

shift offshore and move around the tips of groins 10 and 11. The water level

then was raised to the +5.0 ft level and a 6-ft, 6-sec wave was run for 2 hr

- . using the previous test as the initial condition for this portion of the test.

Sediment was not fed for the first half hour of the test, then sediment was

added at the shoreline at places of scour. Results shown in Plate 114 are

similar to those of Plate 113 except that more sediment has shifted lakeward

and small amounts have moved toward the offshore bar beyond the groins. The

model sediment then was picked up and the next test was begun with a clean

model bed. A 12-ft, 9-sec wave at the 6.9-ft water level was run for 1.0 hr;

the result is shown in Plate 115. Sediment introduced at the waterline moved
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lakeward and began to move around the groins. Movement offshore past groin 11

was especially strong.

57. 290-deg wave approach. For a 4-ft, 4-sec wave at the +3.0 ft water

level, the 5-hr test indicated that most sediment moved off the shoreline and

remained in the cell for this straight-in wave approach (Plate 116). Only

minor traces of sediment moved offshore beyond the groins. The 6-ft, 6-sec

wave at the +5.0 ft water level redistributed the sediment of the previous

test (Plate 116) as shown in Plate 117, after 0.5 hr of run time with no beach

nourishment. There is a slight increase in movement offshore toward the

trough between the groin tips and the offshore bar. Final results of the test

after 2 hr, in which the scour regions were continually nourished for the

final 1.5 hr of the test, are shown in Plate 118. Sediment was seen to be

pushing farther offshore in regions not directly adjacent to groins but some

distance away from them. The 12-ft, 9-sec wave at the +6.9 ft water level
.4

(Plate 119) produced strong offshore movement at groin 10 with sediment from

both adjacent groin cells contributing to this movement.

Plan I Testing

58. The Plan 1 system of offshore breakwaters was installed in the model

as shown in Figure 16. The spacing between breakwaters and the length of the

* individual offshore breakwaters were similar to that presented as the segmen-

ted breakwater alternative in the NCB's "Final Phase I General Design Memoran-

dum (1980)." A typical section is shown in Figure 5. The crest elevation of

each breakwater was +10.2 ft lwd. The original design called for the break-

", waters to be placed at the -5 ft lwd contour; however, it was thought that

within the groin field for this initial plan, breakwaters should be placed at

the tip of each groin, and the breakwater between groins should be placed on a

line connecting the groin tips. As shown in Figure 17, this necessitated

placing the breakwaters located in the groin field in a slightly greater depth

of water than the original design depth. Northeast of groin 11 there was a

transition to the -5 ft contour. After closely examining the Base test data,

the number of test conditions was reduced for the plan testing. Table 3 shows
the conditions and types of tests run for the different plans.

Plan I wave-generated currents

59. 270-deg wave. Plates 120a-126b show the detailed wave-generated

current measurements and the dye photographs for the 270-deg wave approach.
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* Plate 120a shows results of the 4-ft, 4-sec wave at the 0.0-ft water level.

* In some of the cells between groins, currents at the shoreline can alternate

*direction across the length of the cell up to six times (see region between

groins 9 and 10 along the shoreline). Generally, in the region of offshore

breakwaters and groins, there was a very slow lakeward current between the up-

coast pair of breakwaters and a slightly stronger current on the downcoast end

* of the groin cell moving lakeward along the upcoast edge of the downcoast

breakwater (e.g., examining groin 9 and 10 cell, a current of 0.5 fps is flow-

ing lakeward between the upcoast breakwater and the center breakwater while

adjacent to the upcoast side of the downcoast breakwater in this cell, currents

of 0.6 and 1.8 fps are moving lakeward). In the open-coast region of Beach 6

* in Plate 120a, northeast of groin 11, currents along the shoreline are not

quite as fragmented, although behind the more downcoast breakwaters there are

* current reversals due to the protecting structure. Plate 120b shows a slow

lakeward movement of dye extending beyond the breakwaters for the 4-ft, 4-sec

wave. Plate 121a shows that patterns behind the breakwaters for the 7-ft,

4-sec wave are similar to those for the 4-ft, 4-sec wave; but lakeward of the

structures, the longshore currents are higher due to initial wave breaking on

the outer bar. Currents moving out of the downcoast gap between breakwaters

for a given groin cell are stronger and oriented in a more alongshore direction

than for the smaller wave. Plate 121b shows dye movement for dye initially

placed along the shoreline.

60. With the water-level at +3.0 ft, a 2-ft, 4-sec wave showed slow

-! current movement behind the breakwaters. In the groin cell region, there was

no outward flow between the upper and middle breakwaters and slow outward cur-

rents at the downcoast opening (Plates 122a and 122b). The 4-ft, 4-sec, 7-ft,

4-sec, and 10-ft, 6-sec waves produced somewhat similar current patterns

(Plates 123a-125b) at certain locations. Some groin cells showed currents

entering the upcoast portion of the cell, between the upcoast and center break-

waters, moving shoreward, then exiting lakeward in the downcoast gap (e.g.,

Plate 125a, between groins 9 and 10, and 10 and 11). Plate 125b shows dye

movement indicating this pattern. In the open-coast area northeast of groin 11,

. Plates 122a-125b show currents at the upcoast end of each breakwater which

moved lakeward, then downcoast parallel to the structure. The 12-ft, 9-sec

wave at the +6.9 ft water level produced high longshore currents over the off-

N shore bar area and fairly strong movement behind the breakwaters (Plates 126a
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and 126b), although comparable to conditions produced by the smaller waves.

61. 290-deg waves. Plates 127a-131b show wave-generated currents for

*the 290-deg wave approach with Plan 1 installed. The 4-ft, 4-sec wave at the

0.0-ft water level (Plates 127a and 127b) produced a large number of eddying

currents in the lee of the breakwater groin system. In the Beach 6 region,

*longshore currents began moving downcoast due to the change in shoreline angle

*relative to wave approach angle. The 4-ft, 4-sec wave at the +3.0 ft water

level produced about the same effect as at the lower water level with some var-

iation in eddying current patterns shoreward of the breakwaters (Plates 128a

*' and 128b). The 7-ft, 4-sec and 10-ft, 6-sec wave at the +3.0 ft water level

" produced very similar current patterns and magnitudes behind the breakwaters,

but the currents lakeward of the breakwaters were slightly greater for the

10-ft wave (Plates 129a-130b). The 12-ft, 9-sec wave at the +6.9 ft water

level produced circulation eddies behind the breakwaters of about the same size

and current magnitude as the previous waves for this plan (Plate 131a), al-

*though offshore there was a strong lakeward-directed current at groin 10

(Plate 131b).

62. 315-deg waves. Plates 132a-134b show Plan 1 current patterns for

the 315-deg wave approach. The 4-ft, 4-sec wave at the 0.0-ft water level

produced eddying currents in the lee of the breakwater in the groin field.

There was an outward flux of the water mass at the downcoast end of each

groin-breakwater cell as shown in the dye photographs (Plate 132b). Currents

along the Beach 6 area were more uniform along the beach. The 4-ft, 4-sec and

7-ft, 4-sec waves at the +3.0 ft water level produced somewhat similar results

as the previous 4-ft, 4-sec wave at the 0.0-ft water level (Plates 133a-134b).

Plan I sediment tracer tests

63. Sediment tracer was placed in the model as shown in Plate 135 for

the tests with the 270-deg wave. Placement for the 290-deg wave was different

only in that a line of tracer was added on the southwest side of each groin,

and for the 315-deg wave, tracer was placed only on the southwest side of a

groin (the northeast line of tracer, adjacent to a groin, was eliminated).

64. 270-deg wave. Plates 136-141 present results of the tracer tests

with a 270-deg wave approach. Tracer movement for the 4-ft, 4-sec wave at

0.0-ft water level was primarily limited to tracer located in the gaps between

the offshore breakwaters and the region lakeward of the breakwaters (Plate 136).

There was some movement out of the groin 10 and 11 cell near groin 11, where
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tracer moved directly toward the upcoast tip of the breakwater rather than

toward the landward end of the groin. The 2-ft, 4-sec wave at the +3.0 ft

water level indicated movement only in the region of the gaps between break-

waters (Plate 137). The 4-sec, 4-ft wave at +3.0 ft water level (Plate 138)

" indicated similar movement behind the breakwaters as for the test of 0.0-ft

water level (Plate 136). Movement of tracer in the nongroin region of Beach 6

indicated a fairly continuous alongshore movement of tracer as compared with

discontinuous movement of that for smaller 2-ft, 4-sec wave (Plate 137). The

7-ft, 4-sec wave at the +3.0 ft water level indicated stronger alongshore move-

ment lakeward of the breakwaters than the 4-ft, 4-sec wave (Plate 139), but

movement behind the breakwater system was similar to that of the 4-ft, 4-sec

wave. The 10-ft, 6-sec wave (Plate 140) set up currents which removed some

tracer from behind the breakwater system to the offshore area from between the

* downcoast gap of a breakwater-groin cell. In the nongroin region, tracer move-

ment was generally alongshore both behind and offshore of the breakwaters.

The 12-ft, 9-sec wave at +6.9 ft water level produced strong alongshore move-

ment lakeward of the breakwaters. There was some movement of tracer shoreward

from the lakeside of the breakwaters and some offshore movement from behind

the breakwaters at groins 8 and 10.

65. 290-deg waves. Plates 142-146 present results of the 290-deg wave

approach sediment tracer tests. The 4-ft, 4-sec wave at the 0.0-ft water

level produced some offshore movement of tracer lakeward of the breakwaters

but almost all the tracer shoreward of the breakwaters remained behind the

breakwaters (Plate 142). In the Beach 6 region, most tracer moved alongshore

with minor amounts migrating lakeward along the southern tips of the break-

waters. The 4-ft, 4-sec wave at the +3.0 ft water level showed less offshore

movement of tracer lakeward of the breakwaters than the previous test and was

similar in respect to maintaining the tracer shoreward of the breakwaters near

the shore (Plate 143). The 7-ft, 4-sec wave at +3.0 ft also tended to retain

most of the shoreward placed tracer behind the breakwaters (Plate 144). The

10-ft, 6-sec wave produced similar results as the previous test except for the

tracer offshore of the breakwaters, which tended to move farther offshore

(Plate 145). The 12-ft, 9-sec wave at the +6.9 ft level showed strong offshore

movement of tracer lakeward of the breakwaters and some movement out of the

region shoreward of the breakwaters (Plate 146).

66. 315-deg waves. The sediment tracer tests for waves from the 315-deg
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wave approach are shown in Plates 147-149. The three tests shown produced very

similar patterns of movement, with sediment tracer behind the breakwaters

remaining in these regions and with tracer in the offshore region moving

alongshore.

Plan 1 beach-fill tests

67. 270-deg waves. Plate 150 shows the results of the 4-ft, 4-sec wave

at the +3.0 ft water level after 5 hr of testing in which sediment was contin-

ually placed along the shoreline in areas of strong movement (primarily in the

gap spaces between the breakwaters). As shown in Plate 150, the sediment was

redistributed and tombolos were developed behind the breakwaters. The greater

portion of sediment had accreted along the shoreline with minor amounts mi-

grating along the lakeward face of the center and downcoast breakwaters of

groin cells 9 and 10. In the nongroin region of Beach 6, nearly full tombolo

development was noted as the breakwaters in this region are closer to shore.

The water level then was raised to +5.0 ft and a 6-ft, 6-sec wave run for 2 hr.

*" Plate 151 shows results that indicated a cutting back of the tombolos developed

-in the first portion of the test. There was no movement of sediment offshore

• .lakeward of the breakwaters except in the Beach 6 region where there was some

offshore movement around the breakwaters. Generally, this movement was in a

*. longshore direction parallel to the long axis of the breakwater, then shore-

ward on the downdrift side of the breakwater. Plate 152 shows results of the

separate test of the 12-ft, 9-sec wave at the +6.9 ft water level. This was

not a continuation of the previous test. Once again, even for this severe

*[ wave condition, the sediment remained shoreward of the breakwaters (except

near the transition region between the groin field and Beach 6, shown on the -

left side of the lower photograph in Plate 152). Sediment also was overwashed

landward onto the beaches due to the high water level and wave runup.

68. 290-deg wave. Beach-fill tests for the 290-deg wave approach are

shown in Plates 153-156. The 4-ft, 4-sec wave at the +3.0 ft water level in-

dicated sediment was retained behind the breakwaters (Plate 153) in a typical

tombolo beachline not unlike the 270-deg wave for similar conditions

(Plate 150). There was even less movement along the lakeward edge of the break-

waters due to the almost normal wave approach to the local shore of Beaches 4

and 5. The 6-ft, 6-sec wave at +5.0 ft water level then was reproduced for

2 hr. Some minor offshore movement of sediment was noted, but most of the

* tombolos that had formed remained intact. Plates 155 and 156 show hours of
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0.5 and 1.0, respectively, of the test with the 12-ft, 9-sec wave at the

+6.9 ft water level. There was some offshore movement of sediment from the

groin 9 and 10 and 10 and 11 cells, but the greater portion of sediment intro-

duced at the shoreline remained behind the breakwaters.

Plan 2 Testing

69. The Plan 2 system of offshore breakwaters was installed in the model

* i(Figures 18 and 19) although only the groin 9, Beach 6 region was studied in

detail in order to reduce data collection. Essentially, the main difference

between Plan 1 and Plan 2 was the lateral shift of the line of offshore break-

waters by 250 ft. Spacing between breakwaters and distance offshore was the

same as that for Plan 1. The transition region between the last groin (No. 11)

and the open section of beach (Beach 6) was somewhat different (i.e., the first

2\. offshore breakwater north of groin 11 was in deeper water and closer to

groin 11 for the Plan 2 condition than for Plan 1). Tests for Plan 2 are

listed in Table 3.

Pran 2 wave-generated current tests

70. 270-deg waves. The 4-ft, 4-sec wave at the 0.0-ft water level pro-

duced a fairly uniform longshore current behind the breakwaters in the midsec-

tion of each groin cell, with eddying currents adjacent to each groin (Plates

157a and 157b). There was some movement of the water mass out of each gap in

the breakwater groin system. Beach 6 results showed fairly uniform longshore

currents behind the breakwaters with a current exiting upcoast of each break-

water and paralleling the lake side of the breakwaters. The 4-ft, 4-sec wave

at the +3.0 ft water level indicated similar patterns as the previous test

except that the eddying currents were slightly stronger (Plates 158a and 158b).

The 10-ft, 6-sec wave produced greater eddying behind the breakwater and

greater offshore currents extending lakeward of the breakwaters since the wave

was breaking in deeper water (Plates 159a and 159b). The 12-ft, 9-sec wave at

the +6.9 ft water level indicated currents of moderate value behind the break-

waters in the groin region and strong longshore currents on the outer bar

(Plates 160a and 160b).

Plan 2 sediment tracer tests

71. 270-deg waves. Plate 161 shows the sediment tracer placement for

the Plan 2 testing. Plate 162 shows results of a 4-ft, 4-sec wdve at the
0.0-ft water level. Sediment tracer accumulated behind the offshore
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breakwaters, while that sediment tracer placed offshore moved parallel to the

shoreline. The 4-ft, 4-sec wave at the +3.0 ft water level indicated more

movement behind the breakwaters at the higher water level than the previous

test at 0.0 ft. However, the sediment tracer shoreward of the breakwaters did

not move out lakeward of the breakwaters (Plate 163). At the downcoast end of

each cell, sediment tracer moved out from behind the breakwater, then curved

back in toward the groin. The 10-ft, 6-sec wave indicated that most tracer

placed shoreward of the breakwaters remained shoreward except for a small

amount moving toward the tip of groin 11 (Plate 164). The 12-ft, 9-sec wave

test indicated most tracer remained behind the breakwater with small tracer

paths moving lakeward between groin 10 and 11 (Plate 165).

Plan 2 beach-fill tests

72. 270-deg waves. Beach-fill tests were performed in a similar manner

as previous beach-fill tests. Plates 166 and 167a-167b show the 4-ft, 4-sec,

+3.0 ft water level tests at the halfway point (hour 2.5), and at the conclu-

sion of the test (hour 5), respectively. Good tombolo development behind the

breakwaters was noted. Regions adjacent to the groins remained clear of sedi-

ment. Plate 168 shows Plan 2 after 2 hr of 6-ft, 6-sec wave attack at the

+5.0 ft water level as a continuation of the previously discussed test. Sedi-

ment was contained shoreward of the Line of the breakwaters except for a minor

tracer amount migrating in front of the breakwaters. Results of the 12-ft,

9-sec wave at +6.9 ft are shown in Plates 169a and 169b. There was movement

of sediment past groin 10 toward the outer bar, and movement out beyond the

breakwater at the Beach 6 region.

Plan 3 Testing

73. The Plan 3 system of offshore breakwaters was placed in the model

.p as shown in Figures 20 and 21. Ideally, all the breakwaters were to be placed

at the -5 ft contour as called for in the NCB's design; however, this would

produce a serpentine alignment. Instead, the breakwaters between the locations

of groins 7 and 11 were placed along a straigl- line where the depth averaged

about 5.0 ft. This was felt appropriate as the shoreline would readjust to the

breakwaters in any case. Also the groins were removed. The breakwaters north

of the groin 11 location also were placed as close to the -5 ft contour while

maintaining a smooth curve in the transition to the different orientation of

Beach 6. Center-line spacing of the breakwaters was maintained at 500 ft and
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Figure 20. Plan 3 in model
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lateral location along the shoreline was similar to Plan 1.

Plan 3 wave-generated currents

74. 270-deg waves. Currents for the 4-ft, 4-sec wave at +3.0 ft water

level indicated that a strong continuous longshore current set up behind the

-. offshore breakwaters (Plate 170a). The dye photographs indicated slow cur-

rents emanating upcoast of some breakwaters, then flowing parallel to the lake-

side of the structures (Plate 170b). The 12-ft, 9-sec wave at the +6.9 ft

water level produced current patterns (Plates 171a and 171b) similar to the

previous test.

75. 290-deg waves. Wave-generated current patterns for the 4-ft, 4-sec

wave for waves approaching from 290 deg indicated eddying currents at Beaches

4 and 5 and uniformly directed northeasterly longshore currents at Beach 6,

where there is an angle between the wave front and the beachline (Plate 172).

The 12-ft, 9-sec wave at +6.9 ft indicates patterns similar to the previous

test (Plate 173) with about the same magnitude of currents behind the break-

waters but greater currents offshore of the breakwaters.

Plan 3 sediment tracer tests

76. 270-deg waves. Plate 174 shows the layout of sediment tracer for

Plan 3. Results of the 4-ft, 4-sec wave at the +3.0 ft water level indicated

a tendency for the sediment tracer behind the offshore breakwaters to move

alongshore through the system (Plate 175). For the 12-ft, 9-sec wave, some

paths of moving tracer from behind the breakwaters are noted (Plate 176).

77. 290-deg waves. Testing of the 4-ft, 4-sec wave at the +3.0 ft water

level produced tracer patterns of accretion behind the breakwaters (Plate 177).

The 12-ft, 9-sec wave at the +6.9 ft water level (Plate 178) produced tracer

patterns indicating strong movement lakeward of the breakwaters but mostly

movement toward accumulation shoreward of the breakwaters.

Plan 3 beach-fill tests

78. 270-deg waves. Plates 179 and 180 show results halfway through and

at the conclusion, respectively, of the beach fill test for the 4-ft, 4-sec

wave at Beaches 5 and 6. Emergent, above-water tombolos existed behind most

of the breakwaters and minor migrations of sediment along the lakeside of the

offshore breakwaters developed. Plates 181 and 182 show the effect of the

6-ft, 6-sec wave at the +5.0 ft water level after the first half hour of

testing and after 2 hr, respectively. Some sediment was moved lakeward but

most was retained behind the breakwaters. Plate 183 presents the results of
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the 12-ft, 9-sec wave at the +6.9 ft water level indicating that the beach fill
. placed along the shoreline was retained behind the breakwaters.79. 290-deg waves. Plate 184 shows the beach development for the

290-deg wave approach with the 4-ft, 4-sec wave reproduced. Nearly complete

tombolos were developed for this condition. The 6-ft, 6-sec wave at the

+5.0 ft water level shows some lakeward movement of sediment near the groin 10

location (Plate 185). Plate 186 indicates some lakeward movement of beach-

fill sedimencs for the 12-ft, 9-sec wave at the +6.9 ft water level.

.4 Discussion of Testing

Wave-generated currents

80. The wave-generated current tests may be used to help interpret the

. paths that sediment suspended in the water column may take. Also it is impor-

tant to examine these data for currents that may create unsafe conditions for

- swimmers, although most likely only the smaller waves tested (2-ft and perhaps

4-ft wave height) would occur during good swimming weather.

81. In order to compare wave-generated current patterns and magnitudes

for the various tests, Plates 187-194 were prepared. These plates show typi-

cal patterns and velocity magnitudes drawn from all the data for a given plan

and wave condition. Plate 187 shows that the Base condition and Plan 2 had a

similar range of longshore velocities at the midpoint of a groin cell for the

270-deg, 4-ft, 4-sec wave at the 0.0-ft water level, while the maximum velocity

at the same location for Plan 1 was 1.1 fps slower. The velocity exiting a

groin cell had smaller maximums for Plans 1 and 2 when compared with the Base

condition, with Plan 1 having a higher maximum and lower minimum than Plan 2.

The current exiting from the middle of a groin cell was higher for Plan 2

* than Plan 1. Along the open-coast (no groin) portion of shoreline, currents

of both plans were reduced significantly, as would be expected, by the off-

shore breakwaters. Overall, Plan 1 had lower currents than Plan 2 or the Base..4i

Plate 188 compares results for the 270-deg, 4-ft, 4-sec wave at the +3.0 ft

water level and indicates that Plan 3 velocities along the shoreline were as

high or higher than Plan 1 or 2 velocities and were continuous along the entire

shoreline, since there were no groins to break up the longshore current system.

However, there were no significant currents exiting lakeward through the break-

waters for this initial flat beach condition (i.e., no tombolo development).
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The eddy developed in the downcoast corner of a groin cell for Plan 2 was in a

clockwise direction as compared with the counterclockwise eddy for Plan 1 and

might aid in keeping sediment close to the shore rather than moving lakeward

along the groin. Plate 189 compares Base, Plan 1, and Plan 2 for the 270-deg,

10-ft, 6-sec wave at the +3.0 ft water level. Plan 1 indicated the greatest

reduction of velocities when compared with Base condition for this large wave

condition, which initially broke on the lakeward side of the outer bar. Plate

190 shows the reduction in velocities along the shoreline for Plans 1, 2, and

3 when compared with the Base for the 12-ft, 9-sec wave. Among the plans,

Plan 3 had the highest shoreline velocities and Plan 2 the lowest for this

particular test condition.

82. For waves approaching from 290 deg, Plates 191-193 show comparisons

for current patterns and magnitudes. Plate 191 compares data for the 4-ft,

4-sec wave at the +3.0 ft water level. Overall currents for the Base and

Plan 1 conditions were close in magnitude, and Plan 3 currents near the shore-

line were slightly higher than the Base currents for this wave approach that

is about parallel to the Beach 4 and 5 shoreline. Plate 192 compares only

Base and Plan 1 for the 10-ft, 6-sec wave at the +3.0 ft water level. Currents

at the shoreline were locally higher for Plan 1, but on the average were lower

for Plan 1, as are currents moving offshore. For the 12-ft, 9-sec wave

(Plate 193), currents were reduced for Plan I but were similar for Plan 3 near

the shoreline, when compared with the Base Test. Offshore moving currents were

reduced by both plans over Base conditions.

83. Plate 194 compares the Base with Plan 1 for the 4-ft, 4-sec, 315-deg

wave at the +3.0 ft water level. Current reductions for Plan 1 over the Base

condition were evident both close to shore and for currents moving offshore.

84. Generally, wave-generated current measurements showed that the off-

shore breakwaters reduced the rip currents, producing broader outflow patterns

- than that of an existing groin cell. The flow along the shoreline was split

up into smaller circulation cells and was reduced for most offshore breakwater

test conditions except for Plan 3, where the groins were removed, and along

the shoreline of Beach 6, which was outside the groin field.

85. The plans can be ranked by the amount of shoreline attacked by an

angular wave approach, ignoring wave effects such as wave diffraction behind

the structure, refraction, and reflection of wave energy off the groins. For

a 30-deg wave angle, the percent of shoreline receiving direct attack by the
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waves is 85 percent for the Base conditions (the groins protecting 15 percent

of the beachline for this angle of wave approach), 66 percent for Plan 1, 58

percent for Plan 2, and 70 percent for Plan 3. As the wave angle approaches

0 deg, Plans 1, 2, and 3 would approach 70 percent of exposed shoreline and

the Base would approach 100 percent. This can help explain a general trend in

velocity magnitudes for the various plans for angular wave approaches.

86. From the data, including the current measurements and the dye photo-

graphs, it is possible to develop a general model of currents in the vicinity

of the offshore breakwater as shown in Figure 22. This is for waves breaking

between the breakwater and shore with no wave overtopping the breakwater. This

pattern is similar on the upcoast side to that which exists once a tombolo has

developed (Figure 22b). This current pattern was taken from testing at the

Beach 10 area after tombolos had developed in the movable-bed model. Currents

on the lakeward face of the breakwater tend to move parallel to the structure

in either case and move shoreward once downcoast of the structure. Figure 23

shows actual current measurements made during a beach-fill test of Plan 3. The

conditions modeled were for the 4-ft, 4-sec, 270-deg wave at the +3 ft water

level.

Tracer tests

87. Base conditions. Base condition tracer tests indicated strong

longshore movement in the groin cells, with tracer moving offshore at the

downcoast end of each cell at the tips of the groins for the 270- and 315-deg

angular wave approaches (e.g., Plates 98 and 110). For the larger 270- and

315-deg waves, sediment that moved offshore of the groin tips then was moved

parallel to shore in the trough between the offshore bar and the groin tips

(Plates 101 and 112). For 290-deg waves (normal to Beaches 4 and 5, the groin

" field region) there was good movement within the groin cells near the shore,

but not out of the cells for the smaller waves except at groins 8 and 10 for

the 4-sec, 4-ft wave at the +3.0 ft water level. There was stronger overall

sediment tracer movement both nearshore and offshore for the larger waves,

though only the 12-ft, 9-sec wave produced significant offshore movement of

tracer from near the shoreline for the 290-deg wave approach.

88. Plan 1. For the Plan I breakwaters, sediment was contained behind

the breakwaters for small wave conditions (Plate 137). For larger waves,

there was sediment leakage around the edge of some of the breakwaters depending

on the bottom contour gradient offshore of the groin cell. For the deeper
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Figure 22. General model of currents in the vicinity
of an offshore breakwater
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Figure 23. Currents generated by 4-ft, 4-sec, 270-deg wave at +3.0 ft
water level during beach-fill test of Plan 3

contoured cells, as between groins 9 and 10, the sediment would stay close to

shore; for shallower cells, e.g., between groins 10 and 11, there was some

movement out of the cell around the downcoast breakwater; and for a very shal-

low groin cell (between groins 7 and 8), sediment would move out around both

the downcoast and center breakwaters (Plate 138). If sediment tracer did move

out around the upcoast breakwater tip, it would then migrate downcoast close

to the breakwater and parallel to it. This was most likely due to the inter-

action of the incident wave and the wave reflected by the breakwater creating

-paths of transport in the short-rrcsted wave field which is maintained in

front of the breakwater. These paths of transport were always parallel to the

reflecting structure no matter what the angle of wave approach. This effect

would probably aid in promoting longshore movement lakeward of the offshore

breakwaters over onshore-offshore movement. This can be noted by comparing

Plates 97 and 137. This will be the case for Plans 2 and 3 also, since any

wave reflecting structure will aid this effect. The permeability and wave ab-

sorbing characteristics of rubble-mound structures will limit the strength of

this effect, especially when compared with the existing sheet-pile groins

(highly reflective structures which aid in moving sediments perpendicular to

shore and thus offshore). Also many natural wave trains do not have the ini-

S tial long-crested wave necessary to create a strong incident-reflected short-

crested wave field which would diminish this effect.

89. The Plan 1 system demonstrated quite well the ability of the off-

shore breakwater to reduce sediment transport along the shore. For example,

for the smaller, more typically occurring waves, compare Plates 97 and 137 and
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98 and 138. The "string" of sediment tracer along the shoreline for the Base

condition was broken up as tracer accumulated behind the breakwaters of Plan 1.

For larger waves, Plates 99 and 139 show a dramatic effect of the breakwaters,

although the Base photograph was taken after about three times the duration of

the Plan 1 test (the comparable Base photograph did not develop due to techni-

cal difficulties). Plates 100 and 140 show the reduction in movement of tracer

near the shoreline between the Base and Plan 1 for the 10-ft, 6-sec wave from

270 deg. For the Base test, the sediment tracer had accumulated at the down-

drift end of the groin cells and was moving offshore; while for Plan 1, sedi-

ment pockets remained bzhind the breakwaters and the downcoast areas adjacent

to the groin had only small deposits of tracer. The cell between groins 10

and 11 shows an absence of tracer for Base conditions while retaining signifi-

cant amounts of tracer for Plan 1 (compare Plates 101 and 141).

90. For the 290-deg wave approach, comparison of Plates 105 and 144

shows the breakwaters maintaining the tracer nearer shore for Plan 1 than for

the Base condition, changing paths of sediment which were moving offshore at

the groins to points of accumulation behind the breakwaters. Also the effect

of the breakwaters at the Beach 6 region was very evident, showing the points

of accumulation behind the breakwaters.

91. The Plan 1 tracer tests for the 315-deg wave approach produced re-

sults very similar to the 270-deg wave approach when compared with Base tracer

tests and as discussed in paragraph 87. For example, a comparison of Plates

110 and 149 shows that the strong longshore movement of the Base Test was

broken up and zones of accumulation near the shore were created by Plan 1.

92. Plan 2. The tracer tests for Plan 2 indicated that for smaller

waves (4 ft or less), the tracer placed behind the breakwaters remained there

(Plates 162 and 163) unlike the tracer patterns for Base conditions which

moved strongly alongshore (for 270-deg waves, Plate 98). The larger 10-ft

wave (Plate 164) indicated some offshore movement at groin 11 of tracer placed

shoreward of the structures. The total paths of movement were reduced for

Plan 2 (compare Plates 100 and 164) and tracer moved into the protected zone

behind the breakwaters.

93. Plan 3. Generally, for the smaller waves, Plan 3 showed that lines

of longshore tracer movement remained close to shore for tracer placed behind

the breakwater since there were no interrupting groins in the Beach 4 and 5

areas.
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94. The tracer tests generally illustrated the ability of the break-

water systems to break up the lorgshore current system developed by angled

wave approaches which moved sediment out of the groin cells. Testing, of

course, was for an "initial" condition, before the shoreline would begin re-

sponding and developing tombolo formations. For plan wave conditions that did

move sediment out from behind the breakwaters, usually sediment transport

paths turned parallel to the lakeward face of the breakwater and moved down-

coast. Once past the breakwater, the sediment moved shoreward around the

downcoast end of the breakwater in most cases. Sediment tracer initially

placed outside the breakwaters for plan tests with smaller waves (up to 4-ft

height) tended to move more in a longshore direction than the onshore-offshore

movement of the Base Tests. For larger waves, which created strong alongshore

movement lakeward of the groin system for Base conditions, the same strong

conditions persisted for the plan tests. Plan 3, with the groins removed, in-

"* dicated good alongshore movement of tracer behind the breakwaters for this

initial condition (before the development of tombolos).

Beach-fill tests

95. The beach-fill tests were performed to obtain an idea of beach re-

sponse behind the breakwaters that might develop over the long term due to

average wave conditions. The developed beach then was subjected to larger

wave conditions to look for erosion problems. Also beach-fill movement during

extreme events was examined with the 12-ft, 9-sec wave at the +6.9 ft water

level.96. Examining the initial 270-deg tests with a 4-ft, 4-sec wave, Plates

113, 150, 167a, and 180 show Base Test, Plan 1, Plan 2, and Plan 3, respec-

tively. The Base Test showed filling of each cell at the downcoast end, then

movement past the tips of groins 10 and 11. Each plan produced good tombolo

development behind the breakwaters. Comparing Plans 1 and 2, in which groins

are still in place, Plan 2 tended to keep more sediment within the cell. For

example, looking at the groin 10 location, Plan 1 showed sediment moving

around the breakwater to the next cell while Plan 2 showed no movement to the

next downcoast cell. A drawback with Plan 2 relates to the splitting of a

swimming area by the groin. Every other "pocket" beach would be split by a

groin which may not be desirable for good swimming conditions. Plan 3 indi-

cated a slower rate of tombolo building as sediment moved through the break-

water system. All plans indicated some tendency for sediment to bypass on the
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lakeside of the breakwater once the tombolos had been significantly developed,

with Plans 1 and 2 showing the development sooner than Plan 3 since the groins

already provided a barrier to longshore currents and deflected them lakeward

around the breakwater.

97. Following the 4-ft, 4-sec wave at the +3.0 ft lwd water level, the

test was continued at a higher water level (+5.0 ft lwd) with a 6-ft, 6-sec

wave for 2 hr. Conditions at the end of the tests discussed in paragraph 96

were the initial conditions for this test. These results are shown in Plates

114, 151, 168, and 182 for the Base through Plan 3 tests, respectively. None

. of the plans indicate any serious lakeward movement of sediments, with the

Base indicating the greatest susceptibility for sediment to be lost offshore.

98. The beach-fill test results for the 270-deg, +6.Q water level,

*12-ft, 9-sec wave appear in Plates 115, 152, 169a, and 183 for Base through

Plan 3. The Babe Test showed strong sediment movement off the tips of groins

10 and 11 with leakage of sediment to the offshore bar where it then tends to

move downcoast without returning shoreward. For Plan 1, there was some by-

passing from one cell to the next but no strong offshore movement. Downcoast

of groin 11, there was movement outside the breakwaters similar to the Base

Test result. For Plan 2, there was less movement out of the cell at groin 11

to the offshore bar than for the Base on Plan 1 conditions due to the closer

proximity of the breakwater downcoast from groin 11. For Plan 3, offshore

movement past the breakwaters was minimal. Most sediment transport was through

the system behind the breakwaters and Plan 3 provided a smoother transition

between Beaches 5 and 6 (i.e., groin 11 was removed).

99. Beach-fill tests for the 290-deg wave approach were conducted in a

manner similar to those for the 270-deg wave except Plan 2 was not tested.

For the 4-ft, 4-sec wave at +3.0 ft, the Base Test showed sediment moving out

*-to the groin tips (Plate 116) while Plan 1 (Plate 153) showed good tombolo

development, with the beach fill closer to shore. Plan 3 (Plate 184) also

• had good tombolo development with a little more movement of beach fill toward

the breakwaters since they were closer to shore than those of Plan 1.

100. Continuing the tests discussed in the previous paragraph, with an

. increased water level (+5.0 ft) and wave height and period (6 ft, 6 sec), the

Base (Plate 117) showed some offshore rips transporting beach fill lakeward

and erosion along Beach 6. For Plan 1, the previously developed tombolos re-

mained protected (Plate 154) while for Plan 3 (Plate 185), there was some
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offshore movement southwest of the groin 10 location but the tombolos remained

* intact.

101. The large 12-ft, 9-sec wave (290-deg wave direction, +6.9 ft water

level) produced strong rips at groins 10 and 11 carrying beach fill lakeward

tor the base condition (Plate 118). Plan 1 also showed some offshore movement

(Plate 155). The Beach 6 area remaiLned better protected for Plans 1 and 3

*i than for the Base conditions and the Plan 3 test results (Plate 186) were

similar to Plan 1 results.

Wave-Height Tests

1OZ. Wave measurements were made for the design wave condition (12.8-ft,

9-sec, +6.9 ft water level) at gages positioned as shown in Figure 24. As

noted in Figure 24, the break-

water was at the -10 ft contour,

the depth of the Plan 1 break-

water. A second test condition

4 .- was set up and run with the

breakwater located at the -5 ft

8="- contour, the depth of the break-

S- -water outside the groin field.

03 Table 4 snows the wave-height

16/6 measurements. Three runs were

made for each breakwater loca-

tion at different wave generator

02 -stroke settings to bracket the

{ l f design wave height. The data
TRNI-Nthen were averaged for each

breakwater location. Gage 5 was

located at the sea-side toe of

the breakwater; gage 6 was lo-

.Ia 2 0o  cated at the toe of the break-

WAVE GENERATOR PLUNGER water on the shoreward side. The

*"WAVE GAGE LOCATIONS 0O_ , OO 400, 60o r wave height was reduced by about

one-half by the breakwater for

Figure 24. Wave gage locations this overtopping condition. The
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wave height at the lakeward toe of the breakwater (gage 5, 6.9 to 7.5 ft) was

much less than the initial incident height since the wave broke at two loca-

tions before it reached the breakwater.
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PART V: CONCLUSIONS

Beach 10 Testing

103. Based on testing of the movable-bed model of Beach 10, it was con-

cluded that:

a. The model coal sediment effectively reproduced shoreline
changes in the lee of the experimental breakwaters. Tombolo
development during the summer season and cutting back and
rounding of tombolos in the fall-winter season were reproduced

in the model for the 1979-80 spring through following spring
seasons.

b. Model testing indicated that the cutting back of tombolos was
associated with higher water levels and waves overtopping the
offshore breakwaters. Large wave conditions at lower water

levels which did not overtop the offshore breakwaters did not
cut back the tombolos to any significant degree.

Testing at Beaches 4, 5, and 6

104. Based on wave-generated current tests, sediment tracer tests, and

beach-fill tests it was concluded that:

a. Testing of existing conditions indicated strong longshore cur-
rent systems existed for angled wave approaches. For smaller
waves (4 ft or less) in the groin field (Beaches 4 and 5), a

strong longshore current was generated within each cell and
was deflected offshore by the groins. Some sediment entrained
by the longshore current was deflected offshore along the

downcoast groin and then moved alongshore in the trough be-
tween the tips of the groins and the large offshore bar. Once

the sediment reached the trough, it was moved alongshore and
was not likely to move back onshore. Larger wave conditions

(greater than 4 ft) that initially break on the outer bar or
farther lakeward generate strong longshore currents over the
outer bar and in the trough between the outer bar and the
groin tips which may carry sediment downcoast at high rates.
Larger waves normal to the beach also may remove significant
amounts of sediment due to strong rip currents.

b. Generally, model testing of offshore breakwaters indicated the

following:

.4 (1) Tombolo development would be easily initiated.

(2) The extent of tombolo development (i.e., whether a tombolo
will develop lakeward and reach the offshore breakwater)
is a function of many variables including the existence
of auxiliary structures (e.g., groin), the supply of
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sediment, the water level, the crown elevation of the
structure, wave energy, wave direction, and distance of
the structure from the initial shoreline.

(3) The offshore breakwaters reduced wave energy attacking
the shoreline and longshore currents also were reduced.
Slow eddy-like currents were created and strong rips
eliminated by splitting the flow into small circulation
cells. Currents emanating lakeward between the break-
waters vere diffuse and not as concentrated as for Base
Test c,'ditions.

(4) For offshore breakwaters paralleling the shoreline, some
energy was reflected lakeward by the breakwaters, tending
to change onshore-offshore movement to longshore movement
lakeward of the breakwaters. This was more significant
for smaller wave conditions than larger ones, which cre-
ated strong longshore currents over the large offshore
bar when approaching the shore at an angle for either
base or plan test conditions.

(5) The placement of breakwaters at locations where the local
shoreline changes orientation should be accomplished so
as to have a smooth transition from one orientation to
the other.

(6) The crown elevation of the breakwater relative to water
e 1 was a critical factor in determining whether a
Zolo accreted or eroded.

(7) .-vement of sediment from behind the breakwaters was
usually limited until the tombolo was fully developed and
attached to the offshore breakwater. Sediment movement
then paralleled the breakwater and moved downcoast and
then shoreward around the downcoast tip of the breakwater.

c. For the three plans tested:

(1) All showed good tombolo development for accretionary
conditions.

(2) The beach was retained effectively during severe wave
conditions.

(3) There were no indications that the spacing (350 ft) be-
tween breakwaters or the structure length (150 ft) were
not satisfactory.

(4) The Plan 3 system (with groins removed) indicated that
the rate of tombolo formation would be slower than Plan 1
or 2 due to the throughput of sediment behind the break-
water for this "initial condition" testing. Once tombolos
had formed out to the breakwaters, Plans 1 and 3 would be
very similar since the groins of Plan 1 would be covered
by sand. The Plan 2 system would have a groin splitting
every other swimming cell between breakwaters which might
be a hazard to swimming.
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Table 2

Summary of Test Conditions

for Movable-Bed Tests at Beach 10

Lake Level Wave Wave Wave Test
Test No. ft lwd Direction, deg Height, ft Period, sec Duration, hr

1-A +1.9 299 2.0 5.0 2.00
I-B +1.9 299 4.0 5.0 1.00
1-C +1.9 299 8.0 7.0 0.50
1-D +1.9 299 13.0 9.0 0.30

2-A +1.9 341 1.5 5.0 1.00

2-B +1.9 341 3.0 5.0 0.10
2-C +1.9 341 4.5 5.0 0.17
2-D +1.9 341 6.0 5.0 0.17
2-E +1.9 341 7.5 5.0 0.17
2-F +1.9 341 9.0 5.0 0.17
2-G +6.9 341 10.0 5.0 0.17
2-H +6.9 341 7.5 5.0 0.17
2-I +6.9 341 6.0 5.0 0.17
2-J +6.9 341 2.0 5.0 0.17
2-K +6.9 341 6.0 5.0 1.00
2-L +6.9 341 7.0 7.0 0.33
2-M +6.9 341 5.5 9.0 0.33

3 +1.9 341 1.5 5.0 1.50

4 +1.9 22 3.0 5.0 1.50

5 +1.9 313 3.0 5.0 2.00

6 +4.0 313 1.5 5.0 0.50

7-A +4.0 313 1.3 4.0 0.50
j 7-B +4.0 313 2.6 4.0 1.00

8-A +4.0 313 2.1 4.0 2.00
8-B +4.0 313 3.2 4.0 2.00

N 8-C +4.0 313 4.2 4.0 2.00

%j 9-A +4.0 313 2.5 5.0 2.00
N 9-B +4.0 313 4.0 5.0 0.50

9-C +4.0 313 7.0 5.0 2.00

10-A +4.0 313 2.1 4.0 4.00
. 10-B +4.0 313 3.2 4.0 2.00

10-C +4.0 313 4.2 4.0 2.00

(Continued)



Table 2 (Concluded)

Lake Level Wave Wave Wave Test

Test No. ft lwd Direction, deg Height, ft Period, sec Duration, hr

11-A +4.0 313 1.3 3.5 1.00

11-B +4.0 313 2.6 3.5 2.50

11-C +4.0 313 3.9 3.5 0.50

11-D +4.0 313 5.2 3.5 0.50

11-E +4.0 313 6.4 3.5 0.50

11-F +6.9 313 6.4 3.5 0.50

7 12-A +4.0 313 1.2 4.0 1.00

12-B +4.0 313 2.1 4.0 2.50

12-C +4.0 313 3.2 4.0 0.50

12-D +4.0 313 4.2 4.0 0.50

12-E +4.0 313 2.1 4.0 0.25

12-F +4.0 313 4.2 4.0 0.50

12-G +4.0 313 6.2 4.0 0.66

12-H +4.0 313 2.1 4.0 2.66

12-I +4.0 313 6.2 4.0 0.25

12-J +6.9 313 6.6 4.0 0.75

13-A +4.0 313 2.1 4.0 4.00

13-B +4.0 313 3.2 4.0 2.00

13-C +4.0 313 4.2 4.0 2.00

14-A +4.0 313 2.1 5.0 4.00

, 14-B +4.0 313 3.2 5.0 2.00

14-C +4.0 313 4.2 5.0 2.00

15-A +4.0 328 2.1 5.0 4.00

15-B +4.0 328 3.2 5.0 2.00
15-C +4.0 328 4.2 5.0 2.00

16-A +4.0 328 2.1 5.0 4.00

16-B +4.0 328 3.2 5.0 2.00

16-C +4.0 328 4.2 5.0 2.00

16-D +6.9 328 6.4 5.0 1.00

17-A +4.0 328 2.1 4.0 4.00

17-B +4.0 328 3.2 4.0 2.00

17-C +4.0 328 4.2 4.0 2.00

18-A +4.0 328 2.1 4.0 4.00

18-B +6.9 328 6.6 4.0 0.20
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Table 3

Presque Isle Model Study Testing Program at Beaches 4, 5, and 6

Test Conditions Type of Test
Lake Wave Wave Wave-Generated Sediment

Wave Level Period Height Currents Tracer Beach Fill
Direction ft lw:I sec ft B* 1 2 3 B 1 2 3 B 1 2 3

2700 0.0 4 2 I**

4 2 30 30 2 30 30

7 3 31.

3.0 4 2 4 32 4 32
4 5 33 33 33 5 33 33 33 5 33 33 33 "

7 6 34 6 34

6 6 7

10 8 35 35 8 35 35

6.9 6.4 6 9

9 12 10 36 36 36 10 36 36 36 10 36 36 36

2900 0.0 4 2 11

4 12 37 12 37

7 13

3.0 4 2 14 14

4 15 38 38 15 38 38 15 38 38

7 16 39 16 39

6 6 17

10 18 40 18 40

6.9 6.4 6 19

9 12 20 41 41 20 41 41 20 41 41

3150 0.0 4 2 21

4 22 42 22 42

7 23

3.0 4 2 24 24

4 25 43 25 43

7 26 44 26 44

6 6 27

10 28 28

6.9 6.4 8 29 29

!* B Base; 1 - Plan 1; 2 - Plan 2; 3 Plan 3.

** Test number is given to indicate test was run for given test condition and
type of test.
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Table 4

Wave Measurements

Wave Heights, ft
Offshore Breakwater Offshore Breakwater
at -10 ft Contour at -5 ft Contour

Gage No. Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Average Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Average

1 12.5 12.3 13.7 12.8 11.6 12.1 13.6 12.4

2 14.5 15.6 16.7 15.4 15.2 15.8 15.1 15.4

3 14.9 17.3 17.7 16.6 15.9 16.9 17.4 16.7

4 9.0 9.1 9.7 9.3 8.0 8.5 9.2 8.6

5 7.2 6.3 9.0 7.5 7.4 7.1 6.2 6.9

6 3.6 3.2 5.0 3.9 3.6 3.8 3.6 3.5
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BEACH 4

BEACH 5

a". 1

BEACH 6

TEST CONDITIONS
Wave Direction _35 Deg SEDIMENT TRACER TEST

*Wave Height 7 Ft PLAN I
Wave Period 4 Sec TEST NO. 44

.1Water Level ±3k.. Ft,LWD

PLATE 149
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TEST CONDITIONSBEC FILTS
WoW Directilon 21Q I6e PLAN I
Wove Height 4.. Ft TEST NQL -11
Wonv Period A Sec 19Walter Level .±3al Ft,LWD HOUR Q

PLATE 150
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TEST CONDITIONS BEACH FILL TEST
Wave Directicif _=1~Deg PA
Wove Height ...J. Ft TESTN. I
Wove Period --- Sec
Water Level .±61 Ft,LWO HOUR _Jf

PLATE 152
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* eTEST CONDITIONS BEACH FILL TEST
Wove Direction 29A.Deg PLAN I

* *Wove Height --A Ft TEST NO. -311Wove Period 4 Sec
Wter Level ±1 Ft,LWD HOUR 50%

PLATE 153
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TEST CONDITIONS BEACH FILL TEST
Wove Direcion, -=QDeg PLAN I
Wove Height 6FtTETN.3-

p Wove Period A3 See ETN.~
Water Level + 50 Ft,LWD HOUR 2.Q-

PLATE 154
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BEACH 5

* . BEACH 6

-a-.

TEST CONDITIONS BEACH FILL TEST
Wave Direction _2,9Z Deg PLAN I
Wave Height J2 Ft
Wave Period 9 Sec TEST NO..AL

4.., , Water Level -LU Ft,LWD HOUR 0.5

PLATE 155
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PLAN I
WaeHiht -aF

WoeProd9scTETN.4
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GROIN 8 GON

GROINN 11

dTEST CONDITIONSSCL
Woe iecio _=2f Deg P0OYEWAVE- GENERATED CURRENTS

Wove Height 4 Ft 0 300 200, 300 400O 50FT LA
Wave Period 4 Sec 0S 2.( 4 -0F
Miter Level ... QFtLWD MODELTETN.J

PLATE 157a :
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BEACH 5

:law

BEACH 6

TEST ONDIIONSWAVE -GENERATED CURRENTS

Wove Helght 4 Ft PA
fwve Perilod 4 Sec TEST NO.

WOWe Level QDFt,LWD

PLATE 157b
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GRROIN 7

GROINN 81

GRON

* Vm Direction ..MQDeg P

Emi Stec~ 2v 4er4o FT TEST NO _33

2: ~ er LvelPLATE 158a



OFACH 5

BEACH 6

TEST ONDIIONSWAVE - GENERATED CURRENTS
Wave Direction 2-PLANe2
Wove Height 4 Ft PA
Wvem Period 4. Sec TEST NO.
Water Level tKQ Ft,LWD

PLATE 158b
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PLATE 159a
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% BEACH 5

.i.A

BEACH 6

TEST CONDITIONS
WoveDiretio ZZQDegWAVE -GENERATED CURRENTS

Wove Height J1Q Ft -PLAN 2
Wove Period 6 e TEST NO. _3.
Water Level ±LQ Ft,LWD

PLATE 159b
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WAEGNEAE CRET

eT CeroNDITIOSe WAE-EERTD CURENT

Water Level ±fi Ft,LWD

PLATE 160b



BEACH S

BEACH 6

SEDIMENT TRACER TEST
LAYOUT FOR

PLAN 2

PLATE 161



BEACH 5

TEST CONDITIONS
WaveDirctin 2Q..DegSEDIMENT TRACER TEST

Wave Height 4 Ft PLAN 2
ftve Period 4ASec TEST NO. 3L
Water Level ....QQ.Ft,lJWD

PLATE 162 -



BEACH 5

BEACH 6

TEST CONDITIONS
Wove Direction .Z DgSEDIMENT TRACER TEST
Wove Height 4 Ft PLAN 2
Wave Period 4.. SecTETN.3
Wer Level .±3k Ft,LWDTETN...

PLATE 163
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BEACH 5

TEST CONDITIONS
Waoe Direction 270 Do~g SEDIMENT TRACER TEST
Wave Heiht 10QFt PLAN 2

Wwe Per od 6 Sec TS O
Water Levl .±3DQ. Ft,LJWD TS O

PLATE 164



BEACH 5

54r

* TEST CONDITIONS
Wove irecion DegSEDIMENT TRACER TEST

-,Wove Height 1J2, Ft PLAN 2
Waive Period 9 Sec TEST NO. 36
Water Level ±6 Ft,LWD

PLATE 165



BEACH 5

aV%,

* BEACH 6

TEST CONDITIONS BEACH FILL TEST
Mkve Direction ..ZZQ~ PLAN 2

Wove Height 4.... Ft
Wove Period 4 Sec TEST NO. 35~j
Wter Level ±-JQ..Ft,LWD HOUR 2.5

I PLATE 166
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BE C 5. 7 .-. * -

BEACH 6

TEST CONDITIONS BEACH FILL TEST
ftve Direction -MDe PLAN 2
Wove Height 4 Ft
Wove Period 4. SecTETN .i
Mter Level ±3k..Ft,LWD HOUR Q

PLATE 167b



I..' TET CODITONSBEACH FILL TESTWove Direction .MZ Deg PA
Wove Height .i Ft TESTN 2 %
Wove Period 6 secTETN13:
Wter Level .±=FtLWD HOUR 2

PLATE 168
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Wmv Direction -Z Dog
Wave Height 4Ft 0 10 200 0 0"PLAN 3
Wmv Period 4... Sec 0z4MO TEST NO _
Wvater Level ±3t= Ft..WD

PLATE 170a
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BEACH 4

'4b
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BEACH 5

ft. -. ..

.Rf ACH 6

TEST CONDITIONS -GENERATED CURREN
Wove Direction 270 eg W - R DE
Wove Height 4. Ft PLAN 3
Wove Period 4 Sec TEST NO. J,
Woter Level ±jQ Ft,LWD

PLATE 170b
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BEACH 4

BEACH 5

* BEACH 6

TEST CONDITIONS WAVE - GENERATED CURRENTS
vem Direction .ZZ-Q Deg

Wove Height --aFt PLAN 3
Wave Period 9 SecTETN.3
Water Level +6. Ft,LWDTETN.i

~ PLATE 171b
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Wav Period. ... S. ....c _

Wter Level ±iQ Ft,LWD 0 6O FTTEST NO. -3k

PLATE 172
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*Wove Direction 290 PRY WAVE-GENERATED CURRENTS
Wove Height ..JZ Ft 0 0 30-0 0F PLAN 3
fWve Period Sac 6 10FTTETN.L
Water Level ±fia FtLWD TS Q4

PLATE 173
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BEACH 4

BEACH 6

SEDIMENT TRACER TEST
LAYOUT FOR

PLAN 3 .d

PLATE 174
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eS CerodITIOSecTS Q

Water Level + . Ft,LWD

% PLATE 175
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BEACH 4

BEACH 5

BEACH 6

TES CODITONSSEDIMENT TRACER TEST
Wave Direction -MZ~ Deg
Wave Height 12 Ft PLAN 3
Wave Period 9 Sec TEST NO. 36
Water Level ±!Ba Ft,LWD

S..,PLATE 176
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BEACH 4

BEACH 5

L BEACH 6

TEST CONDITIONS SDMN RCRTSWove Direction _M~ Dog SDMN RCRTS
Wave Height 4 Ft PLAN 3
Wove Period 4A Sec TEST NO...
Water Level ±3kQ. Ft,L.WD 3

PLATE 177



BEACH 4

BEACH 5

BEACH 6

TEST CONDITIONS
Wave Direction _W Dog SEDIMENT TRACER TEST
Wave Height ..J2 Ft PLAN 3
Woive Period 9... Sec TEST NO. 41
Water Level ±.6U2 Ft,LWD

* PLATE 178 *



w BEACH 5

-. 4*

BEACH 6

TEST CONDITIONS BEACH FILL TEST
Wave Direction 270. Deg PLAN 3
Wave Height 4 Ft
Wave Period 4A Sec TEST N2.5
Water Level ±a..Ft,LWDHOR.2

PLATE 179



BEACH 5

BEACH 6

TEST CONDITIONS BEACH FILL TEST
Wave Direction ZZM. Deg PLAN 3
Wave Height 4. FtTETN.3
Wove Peridd 4 SeEScN 3
Water Level ±3D- .Ft,L.WD HOUR .Q

PLATE 180



BEAC 5

BEACH 6

TEST CONDITIONS BEACH FILL TEST
Wove Direction .ZQDeg PLAN 3
Wave Height 6 Ft TETNQ3-
Wave Period 6. SecTETN33
Water Level + 5.0 Ft,LJWD HOUR Q

PLATE 181.
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BEACH 5

* BEACH 6

TEST CONDITIONS BEACH FILL TEST
Wove Direction 270 Deg PA
Wove Height 12. FtTETN,3

~~. Wave Period 9 SecN ...
Water Level +6.9 Ft,LWD HOUR .jQ

PLATE 183
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TEST CONDITIONS BEACH FILL TEST
Wave Direction _=Deg PLAN 3
Wave Height -- f Ft TS O3~
Wave Period 6 SeTSTNO
Water Level .±5kQFt,l.WD HOUR .2Q

PLATE 185
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BEACH 6

TEST CONDITIONS BEACH FILL TESTWwDirection 22.c Dog PLAN 3
WaeHeight FtTETN.4

.55 ~Wav Period A..... see ETN A
Water Level 46.9 FtLWD HOURJQ

PLATE 186
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BASE 1-1

S2.

474

PLAN 2 W

4 35-

PLAN 3

NOTE, VELOCITY SUMMARY
Vowties are i ft/sec For gzM*, 4Ft- See Waves

at_= Q&t, LWD

-PLATE 187
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BASE24 7

'4.

PLAN 1 2.42

PLAN 2

'po 2k4

07

J2.

NOTE - VELOCITY SUMMARY
Velocities are in ft/sec For 2700,4 Ft- 4Sec Waves

at +3.0 Ft, LWD

PLATE 188
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BASE 283

-2.4

182.
PLAN I

I.2.4

PLATE 18 *1
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92.
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BASE 24Z

PLAN 2.

PLAN 3 5 .

at+3.OF?, LW

PLATE 192



BASE .0

PLAN 125 1

''- .24

PLAN 3 4 5

NOTE: VELOCITY SUMMARY
-Velocities are in ft/sec For M,1Ft-q See Waves

at +0Ft, LWD

4 PLATE 193
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